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Abstract  
 
Electronic message transfer is the key element in enterprise application integration (EAI) and the privacy of 
data transferred must be protected by the systems involved in the message transfer from origin to the 
destination. The recent data privacy regulation such as GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) has 
enforced the organizations to ensure the privacy of the personal data handled with obligations to provide 
visibility and control over to the data owner. Privacy concerns with relevant to sensitive data embedded and 
transferred through business-to-business (B2B) middleware platforms in enterprise architecture are mostly 
at risk with the legacy nature of the products and the complexity of system integrations. This poses a great 
threat and challenge to organizations processing sensitive data over the interconnected systems in 
complying with regulatory requirements. 
  
This research proposes a solution design to address the data privacy issues related to personal data 
handled in an enterprise application integration framework. Where electronic messages used to transfer 
personally identifiable information (PII). The proposal consisting of a design called “Safety Locker” to issue 
unique tokens related to encrypted PII elements stored in a persistence data storage based on Apache 
Ignite. While adding REST API interfaces to access the application functionality such as tokenization, de-
tokenization, token management and accessing audit logs. The safety locker can run as a standalone 
application allowing clients to access its functionality remotely utilizing hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). 
The design allows the data controllers to ensure the privacy of PII by embedding tokens generated from the 
application within the electronic messages transferred through interconnected systems. The solution design 
is evaluated through a proof of concept implementation, which can be adapted, enhanced to apply in EAI 
implementations. 
 
Key Words: B2B, EDI, EDIFACT, GDPR, Enterprise Application Integration, Middleware Broker, 
Tokenization, Data Privacy 
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Chapter 1 

 Introduction 
Electronic message transfer and communication is a key element in today’s digital business world. Over the 
years, the electronic business has been growing and has challenged the organizations operations. Almost 
all industrial companies to public authorities are relying upon on business-to-business (B2B) system 
integrations in order to carry out the daily businesses operations. Khan et al. [1] point out variety of system 
integrations in between organizations based on electronic messages such as Business to Business (B2B), 
Business to Consumer (B2C), Consumer to Consumer (C2C) and Business to Government (B2G). Ritter et 
al. [2] point out new paradigm of On-Premise Integration (OP2OP), On-Premise to Cloud Integration 
(OP2C), Cloud to Cloud Integration (C2C) , which are now being emerged with the expansion of the 
cooperate in-house infrastructure to hybrid infrastructures with cloud platforms. 
 
Standardized electronic messages such as EDIFACT1 [3], XML2 [4] & CSV3 [5] are commonly used to 
transfer the content in between the systems. The payload transferred between such systems may consists 
of sensitive data such as names, addresses, contact information and personal health records. Nicholson 
and Tasker [6] point out “such critical information can reveal someone’s identity and can be potentially 
misused by parties integrating the systems” where the data flow between the systems has an obstacle using 
end-to-end encryption from information originator to receiver. These information pieces regarded as 
sensitive information mainly in the context of GDPR enforced in 25 May 2018. Not only limited to GDPR but 
also Canadian Privacy Act [7] and the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act [7] 
are some of other regulations emerged overtime in protecting sensitive information. 
 
Sabbata et al. [8] points out “business documents are complex to define, adopt and maintain, and 
standardisation life-cycle could be very complex”. In this context, protecting the personal information 
embedded within the electronic messages impose a significant barrier for organizations integrating 
information systems, due to complexity of system integrations and the diverse number of electronic 
message standards used. Serrano et al. [9] points out that “legacy system can be wrapped as a Service 
Oriented Architecture(SOA) service”, it is observed from industry where the system integration products 
have been evolved over the decades, the core of the products typically consist of legacy implementation 
code base and architecture intact over a long time. Product vendors have been wrapping around the legacy 
products with the new look and feel [10] or combined with one or more products to enhance the capabilities 
to be competitive in the market. 
 
In this report, the term “Legacy EAI” [11] used to describe enterprise application integration 
platforms/software developed over a long time and still used in today’s businesses. Such platforms are 
typically included of legacy architectural components, legacy code base, which is deemed challenging to 
keep up with recent security regulations. Due to complexity of EAI implementation in an organization, though 
the vendors enhance the capabilities in such products, customers are unable to easily upgrade to latest 
versions due to complexity and cost of efforts as pointed out by Wang and Zhang [11] “traditional EDI 
transactions are relatively expensive, and are even a prohibitive cost for a small or middle-sized 
organization. With the development of the Internet”. 

                                                
1 UN/EDIFACT (the United Nations rules for Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport) comprise a set 
of internationally agreed standards, directories, and guidelines for the electronic interchange of structured data, between independent 
computerized information systems. https://www.unece.org/cefact/edifact/welcome.html 

 
2 Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple, very flexible text format derived from SGML (ISO 8879). Originally designed to meet 
the challenges of large-scale electronic publishing. https://www.w3.org/XML/  

 
3 Comma separated value format (CSV) is a collection structure of records, which consist of set of fields by a delimited value such as 

comma or tab. The structure is commonly used by systems processing electronic messages , though it has not defined as a formal 

standardized structure in IETF. https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4180  

 

https://www.unece.org/cefact/edifact/welcome.html
https://www.w3.org/XML/
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4180
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In summary, the combination of products with legacy architectures and privacy regulations burdens 
organizations with overwhelming difficulties to address the data privacy of electronic message transfers. 
Therefore, the importance of addressing the problems is compulsory by both practitioners in the industry as 
well as researchers from academics. 
 
This report organized as follows. Chapter 1 consists of introduction section, problem description to provide 
insight into the research area. Chapter 2 addresses the literature review and relevant concepts, theories 
related to the research. Chapter 3 introduces the research methodology, while Chapter 4 dedicated to 
design and development of the proposed solution. Critical analysis of the results and conclusions are 
covered in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 consecutively.  
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1.1 Problem Description Summary 

 
In a typical e-commerce application, end user is able to order goods online and the e-commerce application 
typically connected to logistics carrier’s system in order to provide business information to deliver goods to 
consumer’s door step. For example, the EAI in logistics carrier’s system accepts electronic documents such 
as EDIFACT to receive order delivery details from e-commerce application through EAI brokers. EDIFACT 
is an electronic form of business document describing the business content containing the information to 
fulfil the business needs such as delivery order instructions, delivery status. These documents transfers 
information such as order details, receiver address, contact details, such that logistics carrier is able to fetch 
the information received from the EDIFACT messages to their application and provide necessary 
information for the goods to be delivered by logistics carriers. In such business use case, typically there are 
number of electronic messages transferred in between the e-commerce application and carrier’s logistics 
systems to complete the order life cycle. Figure 1 - System Integration Overview shows an abstract view of 
such system integration setup. 

 

 
Figure 1 - System Integration Overview 

 
The complexity of system integration increases when several interconnected systems are utilized. For a 
instance end to end supply chain management for DHL [12], consists of multiple system integration 
platforms as above in between suppliers, delivery partners , warehouses and end users, which makes the 
real world operations to be become complex.  
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Figure 2 - Overview of DHL Supply Chain Management 

Enterprise application integration software used to interconnect the systems, which consumes and 
processes electronic form of documents with personally identifiable information4 (PII) [13] from sending 
application to receiving application. Typically, System integration built on top of legacy EAI are lacking 
required level of security features to be compliant with regulatory requirements such as GDPR to protect 
sensitive data. One of the main reason for this is due to cost of implementations [11]. Thus, the message 
contents passed through such systems leaves the bare text of the message content for the users in EAI 
software and within its file systems. Typical business requirements such as message transformation, 
retransmission of messages, require the electronic documents to be available in raw text format. At the 
same time, organizations using such platforms are required to secure the sensitive information passing 
through the system due to legislations & regulations. However, it is common to observe that legacy EAI are 
lacking required level of security features to protect the sensitive information due to lack of product 
capabilities. Such products may be outdated or consist of legacy implementation architecture and 
components, which becomes even harder for organizations who run the core business on top of such 
technology platforms. In this research, realistic solution is proposed and demonstrated to solve the core 
problems related to data privacy issues in EAI plaforms. 

1.2 Background & Motivation 

Enterprise application integration (EAI) connects heterogeneous systems enabling applications to 
communicate with each other effortlessly. EAI enable organizations to communicate the information over 
electronic messages such as EDIFACT [14] for business transactions and HL7 [15] for healthcare 
integrations. From logistics to supply chain management [16] [17] , healthcare integrations [18] [19] [20] 
[21], which carries personal information in between various systems. However, interconnected systems 
create difficulty in developing and maintaining such solutions for organizations. Point to point topology 

integration depicted in Figure 3 [22] [23] in between organization’s applications becomes a spaghetti and 
difficult to manage and maintain. In contrast, Hub-and-spoke integration topology [22] [23] similar to Figure 
4, highlights the significance of having EAI platforms to have better control and maintainability. EAI software 
provides capabilities such as message transformation [24] from given electronic message format to another, 
support of various types of communication transport protocols such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP) [25], 

                                                
4 Personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural 

person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification 

number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, 
cultural or social identity of that natural person; https://gdpr-info.eu/art-4-gdpr/ 
  

https://gdpr-info.eu/art-4-gdpr/
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Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) [26], Simple File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) [27] to send and receive 
messages from one application to another. 
 

 
Figure 3 - Point-to-Point Integration 

 
Figure 4 - Hub Spoke Topology 

 
In the simplest scenario, system integration flow consists of receiving a standardized electronic message 
from a source system, transforming a message to another type of electronic message format and then 
transmitting the message to a destination system. However, it becomes more complex when involved with 
multiple systems and organizations. Themistocleous et al. [17] highlights “Enterprise application integration 
(EAI) has emerged as software technologies to address the issue of integrating the portfolio of SCM 
components both within organizations and through cross-enterprises “. Thus, extending the organization-
to-organization communication in-between the enterprise applications can be handled using system 
integration middleware brokers. Al Tamimi and Mirza [28] Points out “the cost of integration is high and 
growing, time and human resources associated with the huge responsibility of maintaining and controlling 

the integrated systems". The cost of management and competence required to manage such systems are 
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very expensive, organizations typically use such services from third-party organizations who are specializing 
the systems integrations. In such situations, there could be even more than one party in-between handling 
the interconnections between enterprise applications residing in-between organizations. This complicates 
the control over the data flow and the content transferred in between a number of intermediate systems. 
The encryption of the messages from origin to receiver become impossible as the middle parties typically 
require to carry out message transformation and alterations to support heterogeneous systems integrations. 
 
The complexity of integration becomes more volatile when the intermediate third parties in between the 

organizations are present as depicted in Figure 5. Zhang and Shi [29] describe an approach of using a 
trusted party based on suggestion by Ford [30] , The authors brings up the core problem a decade back, 
but identified it from positive aspect and described it as “the trusted third party actually takes part in the 
message transaction, has direct access to the plain-text message, and functions as a witness in any future 
dispute.”. The authors statement is valid at the time of it was published, however the recent privacy 
regulations is affecting organizations to address this as a security concern.  
 

 
Figure 5 - Organization-to-Organization Communication 

The core concepts of the legacy EAI products using electronic messages (e.g. EDIFACT) have not changed 
considerably over time. Thus, the importance of finding a solution for the significant problem is deemed 
required. Such that, organizations using legacy EAI solutions are able to continue the business while 
adhering to privacy regulations and protecting the privacy of end users.  

1.3 Challenges in EAI 
Enterprise application integration challenges with numerous problems for organizations managing and 
maintaining EAI software solutions. Firstly, EAI product is analysed to identify the issues related to data 
privacy concerns. 

1.3.1 EAI from a Vendor Perspective 

This section provides some of the challenges associated with EAI software product delivered by a vendor 
Axway5 [31] , providing integration middleware platform to enterprises. Axway has been developing, 
providing EAI software over a long time [10] [32] [33]6. The products consist of message transformation 
tools, which evolved over a decade. The evolution of the product range points out its complexity and difficulty 
for organizations to use and manage it over the years, where the newer version still consists of the legacy 
implementation code base, though the products have been wrapped around with new look and feel. For 

                                                
5 Axway is a publicly-held information technology company that provides software tools for enterprise software, Enterprise Application 

Integration, business activity monitoring, business analytics, mobile application development and web API management 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axway_Software 
6 The references are able to access by only having an approved account to software vendor platforms and not publically listed in the 

internet. 
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example, the message storage and data transformation mechanism has not much changed over the years, 
though there have been concerns over data privacy in the industry. In this message broker software, EDI 
messages are stored as raw text in its file system and users accessing message broker can see raw text 
files as shown in figures. Figure 6 depicts the file system structure where messages are stored. One of the 
log files named “a0000000” consists of the readable text content of files transferred through the system. 
Figure 7 shows the content inside the file in which messages transferred through the system visible as pure 
text. These examples shows some of the security concerns of the products in terms of privacy of the 
sensitive information transferred over such systems. The issues and problems explained in the next section. 
 

 
Figure 6 - Message Storage in the File System 

 
Figure 7 - Visibility of Message Storage 

1.3.2 Message Transformation 

Message transformation means changing the business content from one electronic message format to 
another or enriching the message content in a given electronic message format. Message transformation 
from one electronic format to another requires the data to be available in raw text format. Even the sender 
encrypts the whole message the EAI software must decrypt the message to perform message 
transformation from received format to receiver’s format. In case of the same message accepted by the 
receiving system necessary adjustments may still require to fulfil the destination system needs. This leaves 
the traces of the message content within the processing system including sensitive information. As an 

illustrative example for logistics delivery scenario, Figure 8 shows EDIFACT message used by a logistic 
company based in Nordic region [34], which contains sender to receiver PII(name, address, telephone 
numbers). This type of message typically used for arrangement of transport of goods in between all parties 
in moving the goods (e.g. consignor/shipper, consignee forwarders and logistics carriers). The complexity 
in business attribute mapping between the received and sent messages creates additional burden for 
organizations in developing and maintaining data mapping software components. In addition, it becomes 
difficult to safeguard sensitive attributes embedded in electronic messages. 
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Figure 8 - EDIFACT Message Example 

Engel et al. [35] points out the complexity of the EDIFACT mapping when various qualifiers defined are used 
for different purpose. The author points out using an example segment of name and address (NAD). 
NAD+ST+Vienna UT, “segment instance consists of two data elements: (i) Party qualifier (here: “ST”) and 
(ii) Party identification details (here: “Vienna UT”) “, denoting that the same segment structure is used to 
define business properties (e.g. to indicate shipped from and ship to address) using different qualifiers. This 
makes the message transformation to be more complex to manage.  
 

UNA:+.? ' 
UNB+UNOC:3+UNIFAUN+RECIPIENTID+100615:0100+1006150100000++UNIFAUN' 
UNH+1+IFTMIN:S:93A:UN' 
BGM+340+0000001339+9' 
DTM+137:20100615:102' 
TSR+PCO’ 
FTX+DIN+++Delivery information’ 
CNT+7:7.000:KGM' 
CNT+26:0.500:MTQ' 
CNT+ZLM:0.40:MTR’ 
CNT+Z12:3:PCE’ 
CNT+11:3:PCE' 
RFF+AAO:Receivers reference’ 
RFF+CU:Shipment reference’ 
TDT+20' 
NAD+CZ+123456++Unifaun AB+Box 2326 +GÖTEBORG++40315+SE' 
CTA+IC+:John Doe' 
COM+031-581600:TE' 
COM+031-7581605:FX' 
COM+info@unifaun.com:EM' 
NAD+CN+++Testmottagaren AB+Södervångsvägen 12 +VÄSTRA 

FRÖLUNDA++42651+SE' 
CTA+IC+:Björn Svensson' 
COM+012-3456789:TE' 
COM+012-9876543:FX' 
COM+test@test.com:EM' 
COM+07353289222:ZMS' 
GID+1+1:CT' 
FTX+AAA+++Electronics' 
FTX+PAC+++9' 
MEA+WT++KGM:5.000' 
MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.300' 
PCI+18+373925550000420599' 
GID+2+2:CT' 
FTX+AAA+++Electronics' 
FTX+PAC+++9' 
MEA+WT++KGM:2.000' 
MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.200' 
PCI+18+373925550000420605:373925550000420612' 
EQD+EFP' 
EQN+1' 
UNT+39+1' 
UNZ+1+1006150100000' 
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Bussler [36] discusses the problems with the “Programming-Based Integration Approach”, where coding 
approach is proposed and used to handle the message transformation. Such approaches, however, 
becomes a burden to organizations, especially when there are number of internal systems, external partners 
with different types of message formats. If author’s approach elaborated further in terms of practical 
problems, in such environment it creates a considerable burden for organizations to manage and maintain 
mapping programs. For example, a smaller change in message transformation program may require 
changing several different mapping programs and it could lead to increased cost and workload in deploying 
the changes to production runtime environment. Due to the fact that, the programs must be tested, verified, 
and approved for production usage. The author further discusses the approach of work flow based modelling 
and proposes an advanced modelling approach to handle message transformation and integration. 
However, it can be still be argued that regardless of any approach the complexity of managing message 
transformation is an expensive task for organizations. 

1.3.3 Message/Payload Storage  

The legacy nature of the system integration products do not have advanced capabilities handling encryption 
of data during data at rest, typically the messages are stored in a message storage for message tracking 
and retransmission. This leaves the sensitive information available for its users of the products and may 
leave the critical information in the file systems, system logs, backups and even in database storages. In 
certain cases the complexity of system integration leads middleware brokers to provide services such as 
manual correction of the messages and reprocessing to support the business agreements. In such 
scenarios, the IT support, technical support teams usually has the complete control over the messages sent 
over the systems. One can still argue, signing a none-disclosure agreement (NDA) with employee would 
solve the problem, but then you still rely on mutual trust of the staff, which can be still seen as a security 
risk. For example, Figure 9 depicts the view from the client tool provided by the software provider to visualize 
and monitor content passing through the system. Where users can edit and resend the messages. The 
users around the system are able to visualize the complete message.  
 
The base architecture of B2Bi product [37] from Axway has three layers as depicted in Figure 10, namely 
user interface layer, application layer and data layer. The same architectural concept found in older versions 
of the product. The main component of this platform is integration engine consisting of legacy architecture, 
which evolved over the years. Integration engine provides message transformation capabilities. It utilizes 
the file system to store messages passing through the system without any encryption and even it provides 
a legacy user interface for the users to access the content with limited restriction abilities. Unless the file 
system is encrypted, the bare text messages are left readable without any restrictions at all.  
 
It is important to understand why this becomes a problem for organizations. As pointed out in previous 
paragraph, the product analysed stores the payloads transferred through the system together with product 
level logging mechanism in order to support the message viewing and resending capabilities. Since these 
are tightly coupled to product implementation, enhancing such legacy products on legacy implementation 
code base takes longer time for the vendors. In fact, though vendors are trying to address these problems, 
due to complexity and cost of changes, the organizations are reluctant to move to newer product versions. 
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Figure 9 - Axway B2Bi Message Log View 

 

 
Figure 10 - Axway B2Bi Architecture 

1.3.4 GDPR Regulation 

GDPR [38] (General Data Protection Regulation) addresses two main areas “Rights for citizens” and “Rules 
for business and organizations” in processing personal data. GDPR defines two distinguished roles namely 
“data controller”7 and “data processor”8 and enforce specific requirements for organizations responsible for 

                                                
7 The data controller determines the purposes for which and the means by which personal data is processed. Therefore, if your 

company/organisation decides ‘why’ and ‘how’ the personal data should be processed it is the data controller. Employees processing 
personal data within your organisation do so to fulfil your tasks as data controller. https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-
protection/reform/rules-business-and-organisations/obligations/controller-processor/what-data-controller-or-data-processor_en  

 
8 The data processor processes personal data only on behalf of the controller. The data processor is usually a third party 

external to the company. However, in the case of groups of undertakings, one undertaking may act as processor for another 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/rules-business-and-organisations/obligations/controller-processor/what-data-controller-or-data-processor_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/rules-business-and-organisations/obligations/controller-processor/what-data-controller-or-data-processor_en
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gathering and processing personal data for accomplishing business needs. Based on the business the EAI 
software become a part of implementation, where the regulations must be applicable when processing 
personal data. For an instance, it has given following rights for individuals by European Commission [39] 
described for ordinary citizens, which is the summary extracted from Chapter III of the GDPR regulation. 
The regulation points out several rights of individuals and listed below is an extract of applicable rights with 
related to the research topic.  

1. Information about the processing of your personal data - End user whose personal data is 
processed can request information about how the data is processed and stored in EAI. 

2. Obtain access to the personal data held about you - End user has the right to request personal data 
held by the organization processing data through EAI. 

3. Ask for incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete personal data to be corrected - End user has right to 
request to correct information related to personal data stored/used by organizations. 

4. Request that personal data be erased when it’s no longer needed or if processing it is unlawful – 
End user has right to request to erase the data stored in EAI platforms. 

5. Request the restriction of the processing of your personal data in specific cases – End user has the 
right to request not to process his/her personal data though the EAI systems. 

Muchagata and Ferreira [40] point out GDPR is designed to enable individuals to control their personal data. 
This raise an immediate question, what it means for the personal data transferred through electronic 
messages over system integrations. Does it mean the end consumer should have rights to control over the 
PII transferred over EAI platforms? Renaud and Shepherd [41] highlights six concerns, which are applicable 
for organizations processing personal data. Four out of six concerns evaluated and discussed against EAI. 
 

a) Specify Data Being Collected – Authors brings up two concerns “Customers should be aware of 
the information that is collected about them” and “businesses should document the information that 
is collected”. When legacy implementation with existing integration flows are used in EAI, should it 
be highlighted to customer that customer’s privacy data embedded in electronic 
messages(EDIFACT) are stored for example in file systems, message log archives and to which 
level it should be documented ?. Having a written policy may satisfy the business level agreement, 
however when it comes to the techology, converting the policy towards the technical implementaion 
is not as easy as one might think of. For example the product analyzed is used as a common 
platform for supporting various different business flows, the product is not flexibile enough to apply 
dfferent level of message retentiaon policies for different system integration. Which makes the 
trasformation of business agreemet to technology to standstill. This becomes more of a problem 
when the control of the data flow is not witin the data controller when using third party organizations. 
In such cases the solution provider does not have any visibility to external systems, rarther rely on 
business agreements between the organizations. 

 
b) Justification for Data Collection – Authors highlights “Organizations must explain their rights to 

collect data, but they should also justify to themselves exactly why they need to collect such 
information “. Considering the vendor platform evaluated previously, Legacy EAI stores the 
messages in file system and visible to internal users working over the system integration platforms 
as highlighted in 1.3.3. There are number of questions with related to this and its difficult to find a 
simplified answer. For example should such level of information be justified for collection of data in 
system integration platforms? If third party organizations are used for system integrations, how this 
kind of justification should be done? 

 
c) How Long Data Will Be Retained – Author mentions “GDPR dictates that data should be held for 

the minimum amount of time, and organizations must state how long data is retained”. Typically, 
legacy EAI may lacking functionalities, where an organization can restrict level of messages stored 
and retained in the systems. For example, if message archiving mechanism is in place on a file 

                                                
undertaking https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/rules-business-and-organisations/obligations/controller-

processor/what-data-controller-or-data-processor_en  

 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/rules-business-and-organisations/obligations/controller-processor/what-data-controller-or-data-processor_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/rules-business-and-organisations/obligations/controller-processor/what-data-controller-or-data-processor_en
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system, which stored the messages including PII. It is difficult and tedious task for an organization 
to address this need and provide acceptable information to customers and end users. Alternatively, 
should organization needs to implement customized mechanism to apply such requirements for 
sensitive data flows in which they are already existing in legacy platforms?  

 
d) Who Can Be Contacted to Have Data Removed or Produced – In EAI legacy implementations, 

this become a daunting task, if customers request to remove the data. Imagine the data running 
through the systems are backed up and stored in the file system. How difficult it it’s to apply such a 
requirement. The product analysed previously is anyhow lacking such capabilities to remove the 
PII, as the information is stored within the product level logging mechanism. Should organization 
implement a mechanism for data removal in both existing and new solutions that are built around 
on such legacy EAI platforms? 

 
When GDPR concerns evaluated, it is difficult to provide concise and clear answer for the problems raised 
when considering legacy EAI platforms. Thus, it is seen the need of having a common solution to address 
these problems. We may find number of research attempts with related to GDPR, However no single 
research found describing how to address data privacy, when transferring personal data through legacy 
integration platforms by utilizing electronic messages. 

1.3.5 Challenge in Safeguarding PII 
This topic covers the discussion of challenges in an organization with regard to privacy of personal data 
transferred through EAI software. 
 
For instance, when EDIFACT messages used for communicating business information in-between two 
different organizations. The EDIFACT messages consist of segments which carrying personal identifiable 
information as shown in Table 2 - EDIFACT Sample Segments. 
 

EDIFACT Segment Purpose 

CTA [42] This segment is used to identify a person or a department to whom 
communication should be directed. This segment is used in a number of 
message types defined under EDIFACT standard and variety of business use 
cases. 

NAD [14] This segment is used to specify the name/address and person or 
department. This segment is used in a number of message types defined and 
used by various business use cases. [35] 

PDI [43] This segment is used to specify items of person demographic Information 
when dealing with health care messages. 
 

COM [44] This segment is used to provide contact numbers of the sender/receiver. 
For example, the telephone number of the contact can be represented as 
"COM+031-581600:TE' 
 

Table 2 - EDIFACT Sample Segments 
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The following table (Table 3) summarizes the key points evaluated with regard to selected GDPR rules, 
which are applicable for individuals. 
 

# Rights for Citizen Challenges in EAI Software to Address 
Regulatory Requirement 

1 Information about the processing of your 
personal data 

The personal information can exist in multiple 
locations in a given electronic message based on 
the structure. For example, names and addresses 
can be residing in several different attributes 
located in different placeholders in the structure. 
Keeping a track and how information handled 
within the software is impossible given the 
complexity in an implementation and number of 
similar type messages processed through the EAI 
software. 

2 Obtain access to the personal data held about 
you. 

When messages processed through EAI software 
it keeps logs in the file system and stores the 
messages in raw text format as highlighted before. 
Such that messages can be directly viewed by user 
interfaces. However, given such a request to fulfill 
information, it is impossible to provide such details 
level information over the EAI software tools 
considering the message volumes and number of 
business integrations implemented around EAI 
software.  

3 Ask for incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete 
personal data to be corrected 

Assume the personal data corrected in a target 
system based on a request from the end user, 
which is fetched by system integration. If the 
messages have been re-processed by EAI based 
on the previous stored message in its software, the 
changes at destination system can still be 
overwritten. Then the correction of personal data in 
external system other than the EAI cannot be 
regarded as valid. Depending on how the systems 
are implemented, Thus, it can be difficult task for 
organizations to support these kind of requests. 

4 Request that personal data be erased when it’s 
no longer needed or if processing it is unlawful 

The problem is when EAI stores the information in 
the file system and message logs integrated to the 
product. It is impossible to filter and remove the 
specific content from the files specifically when 
considering a system with high-volume 
transactions. 

5 Request the restriction of the processing of 
your personal data in specific cases. 

This is difficult for the EAI brokers to assure, for 
example, the middleware may store the information 
in message storage. Thus, the messages can be 
re-processed. Moreover, if such requirements to be 
handled based on specific user, custom logics per 
individual user must be implemented within the 
message transformation components and 
integrations. If so, this poses additional security 
issues as well as very costly for an organization to 
implement and manage it. 

Table 3 - Evaluation of Rules with Regard to EAI 
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In summary, the organizations transferring electronic messages consisting of personal data through EAI 
software has a demanding requirement to safeguard and protect the sensitive information regardless of the 
size of the organization. Addressing these through a common design solution for the legacy EAI 
environment is identified as a necessity. 

1.4 Objectives 

Three main objectives were identified for this research and listed below. 
 

 Identify the challenges in protecting personal data in EAI message broker when EDIFACT 
messages are used. 

 Evaluate the possibilities to implement a security mechanism to protect sensitive information 
passing through the EAI platforms through EDIFACT messages. 

 Design and implement a prototype to address the problem. 

1.5 Research Questions 

The research is expected to address following research questions. 
 

 What are the challenges in legacy EAI message broker technologies to protect personal data 
transferred through EDIFACT messages? 

 How the personal data in EDIFACT messages can be protected with related to GDPR regulations? 

 How to design a solution to protect personal data when using legacy EAI message brokers? 

1.6 Delimitations 

EAI application integration is a relatively broad subject area. Thus, the research scope is limited to following 
areas. 
 

 EAI software’s typically supports wide range of electronic message formats such as EDIFACT, XML, 
CSV and Fixed record files. The research will focus on mainly EDIFACT message format in order 
for illustration and prototyping a generic design as its being still used as most common standard in 
EAI products to integrate systems. 

 Vast number of challenges for an organization is inevitable when using EAI software platforms. In 
this research, the design will be addressing only two areas, mainly the message transformation and 
the message storage.  

 The data privacy issues can be identified from various dimensions based on implementation 
architecture of EAI platforms. This research is limited to data privacy issues of personal data 
transferred through the EDIFACT messages with relevant to GDPR context. 

 GDPR [38] regulation addresses two areas “Rights for citizens” and “Rules for business and 
organisations”. The regulation has extended set of legal rules to be followed by the organization 
processing personal data and the research will be addressing subset of rules and regulations. 

 Due to time limits and required technical expertise to develop a proof of concept, fully functional 
software application will not be implemented covering all needed functionalities. 

1.7 Contribution to Knowledge 

The research is expected to provide knowledge base for fellow researchers and practitioners, while 
highlighting the importance of the IS research in the area of systems integrations. The EAI is typically behind 
the operational environment and hardly noticed by novel researchers. The knowledge and experience from 
the industry expected to be enriching the academia through this research. In addition, the outcome of this 
expected to be applicable in other areas in the field of systems integration. 
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Chapter 2 

 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter consist of the theory, concepts and background information used for the research work. 

2.2 Literature Review 

Literature review used to form a theoretical basement for the problem in EAI with related to privacy of 
message content transferred. Literature review effort led to identify the previous work done by researchers 
in the past and the research gap. The time frame for literature search expanded over a long time period 
from1995-2018. It is because of limited number of previous work identified in the area of EAI related to the 
research problem. A number of other sources from vendors and web sites used in addition to literature found 
in literature databases. 
 
In search of literature, mainly the following databases were used. 
 

 Google Scholar 

 Web of Science 

 Scopus 

 IEEE 
 

The search criteria had to be broken down and extensive literature search was done based on key words 
to find the relevant material. The primary key words used for the literature search are "Enterprise Application 
Integration "," Middleware "," Data Masking"," Tokenization "," Dynamic data masking for EAI "," Data 
Privacy "," Integration Message Broker "," Message Store ","Message Archive "," Message Transformation 
"," Message Broker "," EDIFACT "," GDPR "," EDI "," Data Mapping"," Middleware Broker". 
 
Selection of literature criteria was done with regard to privacy in EDIFACT messages in EAI. However not 
much research articles directly related to the research problem was found. Thus, the selection criteria 
extended to similar areas, where the previous research had been carried out to address similar problems. 

2.3 Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) 
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) defined in many different forms by fellow researchers and the 
concept has been emerged, evolved over the decades. Majedi and Osman [45] describe it as “The uses of 
various software models to integrate a set of existing enterprise computer applications”. Wang and Chen 
[24] describe it as “A combination of methodology and technology with at least four basic building blocks: 
communications model, integration method, middleware, and services”. In the past EAI is mostly limited to 
organization, however the IT technological growth has a dramatic effect on EAI overtime, which changed 
the way the business models works. The change has led the EAI to expand not limiting to an organization 
boundary but across organizations. Regardless of the organization size, the tools used provide capabilities 
such that the organizations can effectively communicate within the internal systems as well as external 
systems outside the organization. The tools can vary from organization to organization. Typically EAI 
consists of ERP systems, middleware integrations brokers (Axway B2Bi [46], Microsoft BizTalk Server [47], 
Mule soft Any point Platform [48]), and file transfer applications (Axway XFB Gateway, FTP servers, SFTP 
servers). The middleware broker products typically built in a way, such that the enterprises can communicate 
with the internal systems to outside world securely, while managing the data transformation and 
orchestration within the message broker. 

https://www.zotero.org/kavindra.kulathilake/items/itemKey/FMUWMSBB
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System integrations typically follow a common pattern. An electronic message is received, transformed, 
enriched and sent towards a receiver. Zimmermann et al. [49] discuss the integration patterns, where an 

integration can be linked to a pattern depicted in Figure 11. For instance, in order to implement the example 
pointed out in 1.1 , Organization may use messaging gateway from “Messaging Endpoints” to communicate 
to applications and external partners, document message from “Message Construction” to handle EDIFACT 
IFTMIN order, message router to find out the receiver, Envelope Wrapper from “Message Transformation” 
to handle the EDIFACT envelope. This shows the complexity in system integrations which increases with 
number of logics implemented. It clearly highlights the level of difficulty in managing such an infrastructure. 
Where a simple change can become very expensive and risky when combinations of integrations patterns 
are used in EAI.  
 

 
Figure 11 - Integration Flow Patterns (Zimmermann et al. [49] )  

2.4 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

Electronic Data Interchange is a term use to address the payloads or messages flowing through the system 
integrations to transfer information from one system to another. There are numerous definitions found for 
abbreviation of EDI. Wang and Zhang [11] describes, “(EDI) is a direct electronic data transmission system 
that enables the exchange of data, in the form of business documents, between application systems”, 
Becker [50] described it as "Electronic data exchange of structured and standardized business data between 
computers" as early as 1990’s where the EDICAT is in early stage of development. Medjahed et al. [51] 
describes EDI as “Inter-organizational application-to-application transfer of business documents (e.g., 
purchase orders, invoices, and shipping notices) between computers in a compact form”. Generally, it can 
be described as using electronic form of documents to communicate information in between heterogeneous 
applications. 

2.4.1 EDIFACT 

United Nations/Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport (UN/EDIFACT) is 
international electronic message standard developed by United Nations. Becker [50] described the work for 
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defining international EDI standard was initiated by1985 by European and North American experts. The 
standard evolved over a long period and used by all over the world for systems integrations. Engel et al. 
[35] highlights the usage of EDI by 2012 as “estimated 85%-90% of the total volume of electronic B2B 
transactions were carried out using traditional EDI standards at this time”. Xiong and Wu [52] highlights the 
usage of EDI has just started to grow in china when the decreasing trend is observed in Europe. The author 
shows the fast growing economies in other regions began to increase the usage of electronic form of 
documents such as EDIFACT.  
 
EDIFACT message consists of a hierarchical structure. The top most level called interchange and next level 
containing of multiple messages consisting of segments as described below. 
 
|_Service String Advice  
 |____Interchange Header 
 : |___Functional Group Header  
 : : |___Message Header  
 : : : |__ User Data Segments  
 : : |__ Message Trailer 
 : |__ Functional Group Trailer  
 |___ Interchange Trailer  

UNA Optional 
UNB Mandatory 
UNG Conditional 
UNH Mandatory 
As required 
UNT Mandatory 
UNE Conditional 
UNZ Mandatory 

 
Ouchenne and Itmi [53] discuss the industry usage of EDIFACT messages and the structure of message 

as show in Figure 12. In this example, UNA segment describes the separators used to form the message 
segments. The separators used are data element separator (+ in this sample), decimal mark (. in this 
sample), release character (? in this sample), segment terminator (' in this sample). UNB [54] segment 
indicate the messages type, UNT [55] is the control segment indicating number of segments in the message, 
UNZ [56] is the end segment and check the completeness of an interchange message. In addition, there 
are other segments describing various types of business information.  
 

 

UNA:+.? ’ 
UNB+IATB:1+6XPPC+LHPPC+940101:0950+1’ 
UNH+1+PAORES:93:1:IA’ 
MSG+1:45’ 
IFT+3+XYZCOMPANY AVAILABILITY’ 
ERC+A7V:1:AMD’ 
IFT+3+NO MORE FLIGHTS’ 
ODI’ 
TVL+240493:1000::1220+FRA+JFK+DL+400+C’ 
PDI++C:3+Y::3+F::1’ 
APD+74C:0:::6++++++6X’ 
TVL+240493:1740::2030+JFK+MIA+DL+081+C’ 
PDI++C:4’ 
APD+EM2:0:1630::6+++++++DA’ 
UNT+13+1’ 
UNZ+1+1’ 

Figure 12 - EDIFACT Message Structure 

Generalized explanation of EDIFACT structure is explained by UN-EDIFACT [14]. The segments organized 
following a standard structure. The standard definition and structure used to define the business information 
in a structured way. For example, a message with two levels of conditional segment nesting which could 
related to containers (CCC), boxes (DDD) and goods items (EEE) from business terms can be visualized 
as in below table. 
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Graphical Visulaization Segments Structure String Form 

 

UNH+data' 
AAA+data' 
BBB:1+data'Item 1 of BBB 
BBB:2+data'Item 2 of BBB 
EEE:::1+data' Item 1 of EEE without DDD 
and CCC 
EEE:::2+data' Item 2 of EEE without DDD 
and CCC 
CCC:1+data'1st occurrence of CCC 
DDD:1:1+data' 1st occurrence of DDD within 
CCC(1) 
EEE:1:1:1+data' EEE(1) within DDD(1) within 
CCC(1) 
EEE:1:1:2+data' EEE(2) within DDD(1) within 
CCC(1) 
DDD:1:2+data' DDD(2) within CCC(1) 
EEE:1:2:1+data EEE(1) within DDD(2) within 
CCC(1) 
CCC:2+data'CCC(2) 
EEE:2::1+data' EEE(1) within CCC(2) without 
DDD 
UNT+data 

UNH+data'AAA+data
'BBB:1+data'BBB:2+
data'EEE:::1+data'E
EE:::2+data'CCC:1+
data'DDD:1:1+data'E
EE:1:1:1+data'EEE:1
:1:2+data'DDD:1:2+d
ata'EEE:1:2:1+data'C
CC:2+data'EEE:2::1+
data'UNT+data' 

 

Table 4 - Sample Definition of an EDIFACT Structure 

2.4.1.1 Length of EDIFACT Elements 

Length of data elements and segment structures specified by UN/EDIFACT standard. Under this topic, three 
segments in EDIFACT message NAD, COM and CTA highlighted, which typically consists of personal 
identifiable information. In the given definition of segment structures, the last column specifies the length of 
a given component. For example “an..35” means the specific placeholder, which in concern can contain 
alfa/numeric character string of maximum of 35 characters. 

2.4.1.1.1 Definition of NAD Segment 

Following structure describes the partial structure and length of elements in NAD segment used to 
communicate the address details of a sender, receiver or relying party. 
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Figure 13 - Definition of NAD segment 

 

2.4.1.1.2 Definition of COM Segment 

Following structure describes the general structure and length of elements in COM segment used to 
communicate the communication details such as telephone numbers, email address.  
 

 
Figure 14 - Definition of COM segment 

2.4.1.1.3 Definition of CTA Segment 

Following structure describes the general structure and length of elements in CTA segment used to 
communicate the person or organization information.  
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Figure 15 - Definition of CTA segment 

2.4.1.2 Security Function in EDIFACT 

EDIFACT document standard supports digital signature generation and asynchronous acknowledgement 
(AUTHACK) mechanism [57], such that partners communicating over EDIFACT messages can address 
security requirements such as non-repudiation. However, the standard does support payload encryption 
mechanism. This leaves the door open for the main problem to be addressed with related to GDPR in terms 
of privacy of PII transferred over the EDIFACT messages. Even if the encryption is used, the problem 
highlighted is difficult to address in legacy enterprise application integration platforms. 

2.5 Message Transformation 

Mahmoud and Gomez [58] describe this as “Transformation refers to a process of selecting, targeting, 
converting and mapping data so that it can be used by multiple systems”. The authors are referring to 
mapping data elements from one electronic message format to another or to the same message format 
while enriching the existing data elements. Typical integration brokers are performing the message 
transformation from simple to complex data mapping based on different use case implementations. In 
general, it can be described as 1-1 mapping, a received electronic message is mapped to exactly one output 
message format. 1-N mapping, a received message to multiple form of message types. N-1 mapping, 
multiple received messages are mapped to one output message. 

 
Message transformation becomes complex to manage in a system integration environment, when the 
mapping data element contains the PII, if data privacy mechanism are to be implemented. It becomes a 
very expensive and difficult task in legacy enterprise message broker environment. 

 
Due to lack of availability of research articles in this area, I have reviewed the availability of message 
transformation tools from a vendor called Axway. Axway B2Bi provides a message transformation tool to 
develop message transformation components. In typical implementation mapping designer creates or loads 
the definitions of message structures either defined in industry standard(e.g. XSD/DTD [59] – XML structure, 
EDIFACT structural definition) or custom defined message format definition (e.g. comma separated files, 
fixed delimited file). The message transformation tool provides the ability for a designer to link the input 
structure to an output structure and capability to orchestrate the data element values in the mapping links. 
Once the mapping component is developed, the complied mapping component can be moved to a runtime 
environment and plug into an integration flow.  
 
For example, the illustration of components of typical system integration built to map EDIFACT message to 
CSV message format using Axway B2Bi integration broker are described below. 
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 Figure 16 - Integration Flow Design : Shows an example of system integration flow defined in the 
tool. The product provides an integrated development platform (IDE) based on Eclipse platform, 
where developers can develop data mapping programs and plug into to an integration flow defined. 
In this example, the tree like structure shows the integration flow design from reception of a 
message to sending a message from the system integration. 

 Figure 17 - Axway Data Mapper Design Example : Shows a screen capture from mapping 
designer view, in which map designer develops and test the mapping programs. Typically, such 
designer tools display the input and output data structure in graphical view, where a developer can 
link the input elements to one or more output elements. In addition, the tool provides the capability 
to add custom code in a mapping link to implement custom logics based on business requirements. 
For example, we may handle data privacy requirements (e.g. encryption of certain fields) when 
mapping link is executed by using custom code. 

 Table 5 - Example Input & Output from a Mapping : Shows the input processed and output file 
generated from the mapping program, which converts an EDIFACT message to an CSV message 
format where the fields are separated by “|” character. 

 

 
Figure 16 - Integration Flow Design 

 
Figure 17 - Axway Data Mapper Design Example 
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Input(EDIFACT) Output(CSV) 

UNA:+.? ' 

UNB+UNOC:3+UNIFAUN+RECIPIENTID+100615:0100
+1006150100000++UNIFAUN' 
UNH+1+IFTMIN:S:93A:UN' 

BGM+340+0000001339+9' 
DTM+137:20100615:102' 
TSR+PCO' 

FTX+DIN+++Delivery information' 
CNT+7:7.000:KGM' 
CNT+26:0.500:MTQ' 

CNT+ZLM:0.40:MTR' 
CNT+Z12:3:PCE' 
CNT+11:3:PCE' 

RFF+AAO:Receivers reference' 
RFF+CU:Shipment reference' 
TDT+20' 

NAD+CZ+123456++Unifaun AB+Box 2326 
+GEBORG++40315+SE' 
CTA+IC+:John Doe' 

COM+031-581600:TE' 
COM+031-7581605:FX' 
COM+info@unifaun.com:EM' 

NAD+CN+++Testmottagaren AB+Sdervsvn 12 +VTRA 
FRUNDA++42651+SE' 
CTA+IC+:Björn Svensson' 

COM+012-3456789:TE' 
COM+012-9876543:FX' 
COM+test@test.com:EM' 

COM+07353289222:ZMS' 
GID+1+1:CT' 
FTX+AAA+++Electronics' 

FTX+PAC+++9' 
MEA+WT++KGM:5.000' 
MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.300' 

PCI+18+373925550000420599' 
GID+2+2:CT' 
FTX+AAA+++Electronics' 

FTX+PAC+++9' 
MEA+WT++KGM:2.000' 
MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.200' 

PCI+18+373925550000420605:373925550000420612' 
EQD+EFP' 
EQN+1' 

UNT+39+1' 
UNZ+1+1006150100000' 

0000001339||20100615||John Doe|Box 2326 ||40315|GEBORG|031-

581600|031-581600||Björn Svensson|Sdervsvn 12 ||42651|VTRA 
FRUNDA|012-3456789||| 

 
 

Table 5 - Example Input & Output from a Mapping Program 

2.6 Data Privacy in EAI & Applicable Techniques 

Data privacy in enterprise application integration is mainly refers to protecting sensitive information in 
transactions passing through the message brokers. Medjahed et al. [51] defines it as “the restriction of 
knowledge about various pieces of business transactions to parties involved in the transactions”. When 
considering legacy EAI software, implementing data privacy requirements are difficult as highlighted in 
section 1.3. Design of an external implementation identified as the most appropriate solution to address the 
privacy issues in EAI. Then, such a solution can be applied with minimal changes to existing EAI. Therefore, 
a discussion of availability of techniques to protect sensitive information in EAI implementation described. 
In which, Tokenization is identified as the most appropriate technique to address the research problem. 

2.6.1 Tokenization 
Jain [60] describes tokenization as “substituting delicate information with non-delicate replacement value, 
which regarded as a token”. Author mentions when using such tokens, information related to token may 
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store in a protected data warehouse. Ogigau-Neamtiu [61] describes tokenization as a process to substitute 
sensitive data with a token. The author presents the “Tokenization as a data obfuscation technique” where 
original data can be transformed to a token using the one-way cryptographic function, such that that the re-
construction of the original data is difficult unless having access to the system and mechanism used.  

 
Aragona et al. [62] discuss three types of reversible tokenization techniques namely Cryptographic Tokens, 
Reversible Non-cryptographic and Hybrid. The first generates a token using strong cryptography and 
cryptographic key is stored instead of the actual data, the second does not have any relationship with token 
and the data related to it. The third form consists of characteristics from the first two, such that token can 
be generated upon data and both token and data elements are stored in a data store for the de-tokenization 
purpose.  

 
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS )9 [63] [62] describes general guidelines for the 
organizations to implement tokenization as a service securely in terms of securing primary account number 
(PAN) in banking. PCI DSS described the tokenization as a process, which PAN is replaced with a surrogate 
value called token. The de-tokenization as the reverse process of obtaining the PAN for a given token. This 
eliminates the use of the PAN instead the token generated used to identify the account numbers. PCI DSS 
describes a tokenized PAN number as shown in Table 6. 
 

PAN Token Description 

3124 005917 23387 7aF1Zx118523mw4cwl5x2 Token consists of alphabetic and numeric 
characters. 

4959 0059 0172 3389 729129118523184663129 Token consists of numeric characters only. 

5994 0059 0172 3383 599400x18523mw4cw3383 Token consists of truncated PAN (first 6, last 4 of 
PAN are retained) with alphabetic and numeric 
characters replacing middle digits. 

Table 6 - Examples of Token Formats 

PCI DSS [63] brings up some key factors when using tokenization, which needs to be considered during an 
implementation. Table 7 consists of discussion and evaluation of the concerns highlighted by PCI DSS for 
token generation. 
 

# PCI DSS Guide Relation to the design of the research  

1 Tokens can be generally identified as either single-
use or multi-use. 
 

The proposed solution should generate token 
for the personal identifiable information and 
save the information in a secure placeholder. 
The token generated can be used as far the 
solution keeps the token and related data 
within the solution. 

2 The tokenization solution should also address 
potential attack vectors against each component 
and provide the ability to confirm with confidence 
that associated risks are addressed. 
 

The tokenization solution should have 
appropriate security mechanism to protect the 
token and its accessibility by clients. In 
addition the information stored must be well 
protected for identified attack vectors.  

3 The security and robustness of a particular 
tokenization system is reliant on many factors. 
 

The security of the tokenization solutions must 
be designed to address the level of security 
where it will be applied. How the solution will 
be used and accessed by clients, The level of 
security required depends on the context 
where the solution is applied.  

4 A mathematically reversible cryptographic function, 
based on a known strong cryptographic algorithm 

Tokenization generation must be defined to 
use the highest possibly cryptographic 

                                                
9 PCI DSS is The PCI Security Standards Council is a global forum for the ongoing development, enhancement, storage, dissemination 

and implementation of security standards for account data protection https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/  
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and strong cryptographic key (with a secure mode 
of operation and padding mechanism) 
 

algorithm as available today to align with 
requirements.  

6 Assignment through an index function, sequence 
number or a randomly generated number 

 

For cryptographic operations if random 
numbers are used, it must be used with a well-
known, robust mathematical algorithm. 

Table 7 - Comparison of PCI DSS Guidelines vs Tokenization 

2.6.1.1 Tokenization - Research Efforts 

This topics brings up the previous research effort from the research community with related to 
tokenization. 

2.6.1.1.1 Tokenization Gateway 

Jain [60] presents a tokenization gateway, which consists of tokenization sever and use of next-generation 
algorithms10 (NGE). The suggested solution is depicted in Figure 18. In this proposal, the tokenization server 
is isolated from the processing environment, which the author emphasizes as it a way to lowering the 
possibility of attack on the data. The author highlights the NGE algorithms has six layers consisting of AES-
GSM for authenticated encryption, HMAC SHA-2 for hashing, ECDH for key establishment, ECEDSA for 
digital signatures, IKEV2/IPVSEC for protocols and NIST for entropy. The suggestions proposed by the 
author are identified as preferred options to be applied in building up a tokenization solution in addressing 
the research problem. 
 

 
Figure 18 - Jain's Proposal of Tokenization Gateway 

2.6.1.1.2 TokNet 

Nxumalo et al. [64] Proposed TokNet privacy-as-a-service based on tokenization solution Figure 19 to 
protect sensitive data in mid-sized enterprises (SMEs). The authors highlight the benefits of such solutions 
as “tokenization approach advocated for in this paper considerably reduces data exposure since sensitive 
data is not stored in the operating environment but it is stored in a well-protected central vault”. In their 
experimental design authors has evaluated two approaches hashing and tokenization and concluded that 
implementing tokenization technology as a third party service is a better solution for data privacy as it takes 
away the burden of handling sensitive information. However, the solution proposal neither proposed to 

                                                
10 NGE offers the best technologies for future-proof cryptography and it is setting the industry trend. These are the best standards that 

one can implement today to meet the security and scalability requirements for years to come and to interoperate with the cryptography 
that will be deployed in that time frame https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/security-center/next-generation-cryptography.html  

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/security-center/next-generation-cryptography.html
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integrate with EAI in addressing privacy in EDIFACT messages passing through the system nor a proof of 
concept or a solution to evaluate. 

 
Figure 19 - TokNet Solution Proposal (Nxumalo et al. [64] ) 

2.6.1.2 Existence of Industry Tokenization Solutions 

Due to legislations and regulations new businesses are formed based on tokenization concepts to address 
data privacy issues in organizations, for example company’s such as Thalesesecurity as depicted in Figure 
20 [65], protegrity [66] , Paymetric [67] provides solutions for data security using tokenization. Among all of 
them, Thalesesecurity offers a centralized solution, in which agents installed on clients can access the 
centralized solution. It offers a REST API’s based services to get access to the keys and certificate for the 
purpose of tokenization. Downside of such solution is the keys and certificates used on client side, which is 
not an optimal solution for legacy EAI infrastructures. These vendors highlight this technique a more secure, 
flexible and cost-effective approach for organization to comply with GDPR and Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 
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Figure 20 - Thalese Security Platform Capabilities 

2.6.1.3 Advantages of Tokenization 

Tokenization technique enables us to apply an effective solution to address the research problem. I have 
listed down major advantages of such a solution when applied in a legacy EAI. 
  

 Tokenization of sensitive data elements enables an organization to use the existing legacy EAI 
infrastructure with minimal changes.  

 It allows the organization to store the tokenized electronic messages in unsafe environments and 
share the token in between any internal or external applications. 

 Tokenization lessens burden of implementing security mechanisms to protect PII in existing EAI. 

 Tokenization helps to transfer the risk to external system from legacy EAI platforms or even to 
third party if external company provides the solution. 

 Data transformation can be done without impacting to original data, as the original data is not 
transferred over the electronic messages. 

 Cost of implementation of additional security requirements, such as encrypting file systems, cost 
of security audits may no longer required. 
 

2.6.2 Anonymization 
Anonymization11 destroys identifying the data subject completely. Neumann et al. [68] describe it as “Data 
anonymization is the process of removing directly identifying information from data”. Further, the author 
mentions that anonymized data might still contain information that could identify the person. The author 
continues to explain that it lead the algorithms such as k-anonymization, l-diversity and t-closeness to have 
emerged with psedonymization technique described in 2.6.3. Involving such techniques the author highlights 
the personal information is not disclosed to an unwanted party. However, this technique is not suitable in 
solving the problem in EAI, as the intermediate systems where the messages flowing through may have a 
requirement to visualize the data and this method does not allow such a client to regain the data back for 
processing when needed. 

                                                
11 Anonymization is the destruction of the identifiable data https://www.protegrity.com/pseudonymization-vs-anonymization-and-how-

they-help-with-gdpr/ 

https://www.protegrity.com/pseudonymization-vs-anonymization-and-how-they-help-with-gdpr/
https://www.protegrity.com/pseudonymization-vs-anonymization-and-how-they-help-with-gdpr/
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2.6.3 Pseudonymization  
Pseudonymization12 is the replacement or substituting identity of personal identifiable information. Skendžić 
et al. [69] mention “Pseudonymisation is one of data protection methods supported by GDPR for the purpose 
of minimising risk. Pseudonymisation, pursuant to Article 4 of the GDPR”. Demir et al. [70] seen as a way 
to hide real identify of an individual using this technique and discusses the use of cryptographic hash 

functions with irreversible (one-way) option. Jabeen et al. [21] discuss two techniques irreversible (one-way) 
pseudonyms, and reversible pseudonyms. The former cannot be reverted to obtain the pseudonym data. 
The latter allows re-identifying the pseudonym data. Somolinos et al. [71] describes the pseudonymization 
“is the process that removes the association between the identifying data set and the data subject and 
pseudonymization is a particular type of anonymization that both removes the association with a data 
subject and adds an association between a particular set of characteristics relating to the data subject”. 
 
Application of this technique is not appropriate to solve the problem in this research. For example, if this 
technique applied to protect PII passing through the EAI over electronic messages, the intermediate 
systems/users can assume the information seen in the messages is still valid as it may look like real 
information pieces to a naked eye. However, this technique may be used to hide the information from the 
users accessing the data storage and EAI system.  

2.6.4 Data Masking/Dynamic Data Masking 
Dynamic Data Masking (DDM) is a technique used to mask sensitive data for the users while restricting, 
limiting access to visualize the data. [72] Defines the implementation of the data masking in Microsoft SQL 
server database. Where a built-in mechanism prevents users from querying the complete PII information. 
Rather allowing visualizing masked data (e.g. a part of credit card number, social security number for a 
support team member in an organization providing financial related service).Data masking can be used to 
hide the real data from users accessing the PII stored in data storage when combined with tokenization to 
solve the problem. However, it is not appropriate in solving this research problem. 

2.6.5 Hash Maps 
Areias and Rocha [73] describe “Hash maps are a very common and efficient data structure used to store 
and access data that can be organized as pairs “.Topac [74] hash maps enable to store key/value pairs in 
modern language like Java. The author mentions, “Main advantage hash maps offer is high speed when 
searching elements by key”. In addition, when searching it does not iterate through all data stored but only 
by key. The poor hashing function can effects on performance, if it generated the same hash code for two 
different keys or if it consumes longer time. In order for providing a solution for the research problem hash 
map can be efficiently used for storing/retrieving PII from storage. 

2.6.6 Hash Functions 

Stallings and Brown [75] describes hash functions are non-reversible one way mathematical functions that 
accepts variable size of message M and produces the fix sized message digest H (M). It can be applied to 
any block of data and produce fix length output. There exist certain characteristics in hash function for 
generating unique key for a given data. A hash function H must have following properties 
 

1. H can be applied to a block of data of any size. 
2. H produces fixed-length output. 
3. H(x) is relatively easy to compute for any given x. 
4. One-Way/Preimage resistant is a property such that, for any given code h it is computationally 

infeasible to find H(x) =h.  

                                                
12 Pseudonymization is a method to substitute identifiable data with a reversible, consistent 

value.https://www.protegrity.com/pseudonymization-vs-anonymization-and-how-they-help-with-gdpr/  

 

https://www.protegrity.com/pseudonymization-vs-anonymization-and-how-they-help-with-gdpr/
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5. Weak collision resistance/Second pre-image resistant is a property such that, it is computationally 
infeasible to find H(x) =H(y) where y≠x. 

6. Collision resistance/Strong collision resistant is the property such that, it is computationally 
infeasible to find any pair (x, y) such that H(x) = H(y)  
 

A hash function is referred to as a weak hash function when first five properties are satisfied and strong 
hash function if sixth property is satisfied. The hash functions is an important fundamental method that can 
be used to uniquely identify given text, hence during this research the usage of hashing/hash code is 
identified as an appropriate way to solve the problem. 
 
As an illustrative example, the Table 8 shows the variation of the hash code generated for the text “example 
text”. The tokens shown in the table are generated from a web site providing token generation function for 
a given text (http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hash.htm).  
 

Algorithm Example of Hash Value Generated 

Adler32 1f6404d2 

CRC32 7fbd194b 

Haval 9b08c724826ffc361c30cf1dc3599513 

MD2 8de9fdebdccb2b15a1d9128ff3b9d575 

MD4 1450c5094b0f8541c4aa1aa82ad6967b 

MD5 f81e29ae988b19699abd92c59906d0ee 

RipeMD128 5f3ce3183b045a415d8994812f52b596 

RipeMD160 8701387c6eed24904ad0be55d4e636ea4c382166 

SHA-1 d9e989f651cdd269d7f9bb8a215d024d8d283688 

SHA-256 0e94ae36da6ff03992a57fddbdf4728b609d0d7fe6eb019fa9f1b9b5b540d835 

SHA-384 3d8f62ecffd267e3c7895f6f4a5a49e7888d3e4f4e3fd93ce3f53bd87dfe0cecfaabbb5
8fa752993dac011941374dd92 

SHA-512 5217c1b980ca9f587d76169178e8d07fd034f041ba70a3973e135595754916c6911
c59ec6ef1bc03c76c1475fca2104cd7f1dc0de06c44531b2bcf37b14e3d82 

Tiger 0f10b42d895103a130c09a8b1af7444fa4a392e9592e779a 

Whirlpool 1e3b79c3da94a84086b29d33b884764d035d69172907d3ab0eca256eef4e76e554
5caf1d3495636927f1e73b09ccfcd9e5fcce42ee865a660b94e4302e 

Table 8 - Hash code of Different Algorithms 

2.6.7 Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) 

UUID is a fixed size 128-bit unique global names identifiers. UUID is used in different purposes such as 
naming objects/samples [76], devices [77] or network address spaces. Triebel et al. [76] describes “it has 
been used since the 80ths of the last century as the basic standard for digital object identifiers in computer 
networks”. As per the authors, UUID has different variants. DCE variant was first specified in 1997 by ‘The 
Open Group’ and now there exists standard such as ISO/IEC 11578:1996, ISO/IEC 9834-8:2005 and 
ISO/IEC 9834-8:2014. Leach et. [78] describes three algorithms to generate UUID to provide uniqueness. 
In which UUIDs generated according to the mechanisms unique from all other UUIDs already generated or 
will be generated. The algorithms are using variants to preserve uniqueness, the first using Time-Based 

UUID, the second using Name-Based UUID and third using Pseudo-Random Numbers. The variations 
are not discussed here as it’s not directly related to this research topic. However, UUID is used as a part of 
proof of concept implementation to preserve uniqueness in token generation.Most programming languages 
provide build in libraries for generating UUID. For example in Java (java.util.UUID) provides a mechanism 
to generate a random UUID as shown in 8.2.1 in the Appendix. 

2.7 Related work  

In protecting the information passing through the EAI platforms, the following work has been identified 
through the literature review. Not all the efforts directly relevant to addressing the mentioned problem in EAI 

http://www.fileformat.info/tool/hash.htm
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when EDIFACT messages are used, However some of the approach and concepts described by the authors 
highlighted under this topic are seen relevant in finding an appropriate solution for the problem. 
 
Ølnes [79] describes a method for securing EDIFACT messages in EDIMED integration tool used for 
healthcare message interchanges. The article describes how security can be implemented for EDIFACT 
messages using DES encryption. Though this dates back to the even earlier time frame before 2000, the 
proposal can be still seen as a valid for even today’s implementations, where EDIFACT messages are used 
for communicating sensitive information. However as pointed out previously, when there is a need for 
message transformation, the message must be decrypted. In addition, when the destination message format 
differs, the encryption mechanism has to be redefined to support the destination system. The decrypted 
message in a message broker level still leads to leaking PII to its users and the system. In addition, data 
encryption standard (DES) is not even recommended as NGE algorithms and outdated [80].Thus the 
solution presented can be seen as not optimal for the problem highlighted. 
 
Hu et al. [7] present a model “Trusted Data Collection Architecture” in order to address the privacy concerns 
in B2B integration networks. The architecture model is designed targeting the health care sector and the 
author has seen it as a legal and technical tool that can ensure the safeguarding personal information flowing 
through the B2B systems. The model consists of the data register in order to track and manage the dataset 
through its lifecycle in the B2B network together with an access control model to access the datasets. 
 
Cobb [81] efforts to address the security concerns when using EDI messages from five different dimensions 
at the early stage of EDIFACT development. The author efforts were to address “Masquerade”, 
“Modification”, “Repudiation”, “Replay”, “Leakage” attacks using encryption mechanism. His proposal was 
to use symmetric and asymmetric encryption with the addition of EDIFACT segment to the existing structure 

shown in Figure 21. However, it can be still argued that it will not solve the primary issue with data privacy 
when the messages running through EAI. As the messages must be decrypted for the purpose of 
transformation and enrichment. Which may still lead the third party to access the sensitive information. 
Regrettably, this author’s proposal has not been found to be considered and implemented to EDIFACT 
standard definitions afterwards. 
  

 
Figure 21 - Cobb's Proposal of New Segments to EDIFACT 

 
Jabeen et al. [21] describes pseudonymization technique to replace patient identification data by an identifier 
(pseudonym) and they propose a framework to solve the privacy problem in healthcare sector using 
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pseudonymization technique. The author’s choice for the pseudonymization instead of 
encryption/decryption is due to intensive time taking operation when it comes to processing large files such 
as x-ray imaging. This type of technique in EAI can possibly provide privacy of information transferred over 
the messages, however this approach still requires the PII to be stored and provide a link to the 
pseudonymized data in order for an interested party to visualize the original data. 
 
Saranummi et al. [18] authors of PICNIC project propose middleware architecture solution for safeguarding 
the health related information within health care related implementation. However the proposal does not 
address as a general applicable solution for EAI. Goldsteen et al. [82] propose a consent management 
solution in addressing data privacy. The solution is mainly responsible for collection, storage of users 
consent. The Consent Manager uses the concept of consent templates to define which data is used for 
which specific purpose. Authors have not been able to provide a complete solution description. However 
based on the provided proposal, the solution can be possibly adapted to protect sensitive data passing 
through the system while storing sensitive data in the consent management solution. 
 
Mabotuwana et al. [83] presents a solution for HL7 message processing mechanisms in the healthcare 
sector to de-identify/re-identify message content using the pseudonymization technique. The authors 
introduce a Pseudonymizer, which enabled the HL7 message to pseudonymized and re-identification of 
data by using reverse mapping structure. Somolinos et al. [71] present a similar solution using the same 
technique targeting health care systems. The proposal is applied when sending of pseudonymized 
information between two heterogeneous systems. However as in previous effort, the applicability of such a 
mechanism directly on existing EAI may not possible the way the solutions is designed as the proposals are 
specifically for addressing specific area in the health care related information systems. 

2.8 Research Gap  

Although extensive literature review has been carried out, it was observed the lack of research efforts done 
over the long period with related to enterprise application integration and its surrounding architectures. 
EDIFACT message processing with PII is common in most business scenarios and the ability to protect the 
privacy of the PII flowing through the integration is seen required. However, through the literature review it 
was not able to find a one single solution addressing data privacy issues, which can be directly applied to 
existing EAI infrastructure where EDIFACT messages are transferred with sensitive information. Thus the 
importance of design proposal of such solution is required to strengthen the industry and as well as the 
need is seen from academic researchers to contribute more towards this subject area. 
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Chapter 3 

 Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the method used in this research. In addition, the chapter discuss 
the importance of application of methodological approach to solve the problem while designing and 
developing artefacts required to demonstrate the effectiveness of the design. 

3.2 Selection of Method 

Siau [84] highlighted that “most modelling methods were introduced based on common sense, experience 
and institution of the methods of developers”. There are number of methodologies used by researchers in 
IS design and development. Design science research and action research are seen most suitable in 
designing and developing IS artefacts as per the current literature and understanding from academic 
sources. Quantitative (characteristic such as explain & predict, confirm & validate, test theory exists), 
Qualitative (characteristics such as describe and explain, explore and interpret, build theory e.g. field 
surveys, quantitative experimentation exists) and Mixed Method research approach are not relevant and 
suitable for this type of research activity for designing and developing artefacts.  
 
Susman and Evered [85] described the cyclical process of action research as depicted in Figure 22. The 
authors described five phases diagnosing, action planning, action taking, evaluating and specifying learning 
to be necessity for action research. 

 
Figure 22 - The Cyclical Process of Action Research (Susman and Evered, 1978) 

Järvinen [86] compares the action research with design science research. The author presents the design 
science research as depicted in Figure 23 and points out several characteristics of DSRM as, 
 

 Technical development produces as its outputs ‘physical’ artefacts. 

 The advancement of IS research and practice often comes from new systems concepts. 

 After the development a particular instance of the new system its ‘evaluation’ is needed to quantify 
success or failure of a system in both technical and social terms. 
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 Design science produces technical artefacts. 

 Design science’s products are assessed against criteria of value or utility. 

 Building and evaluation are the two main activities of design science. 

 Design science produces design knowledge (concepts, constructs, models and methods) 

 
Figure 23 - General Methodology of Design Research (Järvinen [86]) 

 

 
In addition, Hevner et el. [87] describes design science research as “Design science creates and evaluates 
IT artefacts intended to solve identified organizational problems”,  
 
In comparison of action research and design science research based on literature led to realization that, 
DSRM is the most aligned with the objectives of this research to find a solution for the problem faced by 
organizations using legacy EAI, by carefully designing and developing the artefacts needed. Hence, the 
approach for the research is carried out following design science research methodology (DSRM) as depicted 
in Figure 24. The concepts and methodology applied during this research is disused and described under 
this section. 

3.3 Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) 

Peffers et al. [88] draws the attention of design science research in IS and depicts the process as described 
in Figure 24. As per the authors, DSRM does not enforce the researchers to strictly follow a step-by-step 
process. However it enables to follow a methodological approach in order to find solution to a problem while 
building and evaluating artefacts.  
 
Cleven et al. [89] defines two fundamentals requirements “relevance and rigor” to be fulfilled when a design 
research is carried out. Author explains the concept as “Relevance is achieved when the artefact actually 
addresses a real business need. Rigor, in contrast, is assured by appropriately applying the existing body 
of knowledge”. In this research, the problem is identified based on business needs in EAI with regard to 
data privacy, where organizations using EAI are required to protect the sensitive information flowing through 
the systems. Then the problem is solved by applying a solution to the research problem by referring to the 
knowledge gathered from previous research efforts and industry experience. 
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Figure 24 - Design Science Research Methodology Process Model (Peffers et al. [89]) 

3.3.1 Method Realization 

It is identified the DSRM provides the best methodology to design, develop, test, evaluate artefcats. The 
iterative process, which can be followed by a researcher to reach the goals are described by Peffers et al. 
[88]. The authors also highlight the flexibility in this method, where a researcher is not necessarily need to 
follow a sequence of activities as per the definition. However, in this research the efforts were to follow the 
sequence as it was initiated through problem centric solution development approach. The subsequent topics 
underneath describe the process followed with related to DSRM. 

3.3.2 Problem Identification and Motivation 

The first activity of the DSRM is to identify and motivate the research problem. The problem identification is 
defined based on the industry experience, prior literature analysis of the previous work and evaluating the 
existing system integration product. This lead to define the common problem as described in 1.1 confronted 
by organizations when addressing the regularity requirements enforced by GDPR. The effort of problem 
identification has been covered as described in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 of the report.  

3.3.3 Define Objectives of a Solution 

Literature review lead the tokenization as an appropriate mechanism to address the problem among other 
data privacy techniques discussed in 2.6. The technique has been thought through towards defining a 
generic reusable solution, which can be applied to EAI. Figure 27 represents the solution proposal by 
introducing “Safety Locker” centralized application. The proposed solution allows the sensitive information 
to be tokenized from sender to receiver, such that the existing EAI integration flows can be reused with 
minimal impact.  

3.3.4 Design and Development 

The intentions are to design and develop a working solution to be applied in an existing EAI setup. 
Expectations of the design and development can be summarized as, 
 

 Design and implement an integration flow to handle EDIFACT messages with PII using selected 
EAI software. 
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 Design and implement the Safety Locker modules for issuing token,de-tokenization, requsting 
acces logs for given PII. 

 Iterative re-design and testing to evaluate the solution implementation and the artifacts developed. 

 Setup a complete end-to-end integration flow combined with developed artifacts to evaluate and 
demonstrate the solution. 

 
Successful outcome of research is based on the robustness and quality of the artifact developed to solve a 
given problem. The artifact construction is carried out by following software development methodology as 
described in Figure 25. However, the complete software development lifecycle is not applied due to limitation 
of availability of time for the research. 

3.3.4.1 Software Development Methodology 

The iterative lifecycle of software development methodology is applied in order to develop and test the 
artifacts. Since the implementation of the proof of concept of the solution is a single person driven, the 
involvement of Agile Development is appropriate for achieving the goals with combination of software 
development lifecycle. 
 

 
Figure 25 - Software Development Lifecycle 

Ian Sommerville  [90] describes agile software development designed to produce software quickly as 
depicted in Figure 26. The methods share common number of characteristics such as, 
 

 The processes of specification, design and implementation are interleaved –There will not be 
detailed system specification and design documentation minimized. The use case requirements are 
outlined documentation of important characteristics of the system. 

 The system is developed in a series of increments - This provides flexibility for the solution to 
be tested and further developed while requirement changes are effectively applied. 

 Extensive tool support is used to support to development process – Means that the tools used 
for supporting development provides well-established basement for easy development and 
management. 

Requirements

Design

DevelopmentTesting

Deployment
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Figure 26 - Agile Development Process 

3.3.4.1.1 Requirements  

First stage is to analyse the requirements for the solutions. Functional and non-functional requirements are 
identified as described below. 
 
Functional Requirements: 

 Client must be able to use REST API interface to tokenize PII information either providing complete 
EDI message or a single element. 

 Client must be able to use REST API interface to de-tokenize the PII given a token either providing 
complete EDI message or a single token. 

 Client must be able to use REST interface for data owner to retrieve access logs of clients who has 
accessed the PII. 

 Client must be able to request to remove token and related PII from the data storage. 

 Client must be able to remove PII and leave the token, access log information from the data storage. 
 

Non-Functional Requirements: 

 Client connecting to tokenization REST API interface should be protected with client authentication 
mechanism. 

 Client connection to tokenization REST interface should be using transport layer encryption 
(TLS/SSL) with strong cypher suites. 

 Solution should be able to store the PII received for tokenization securely in the data store. 

 PII stored should be able to access only by designated clients by providing a valid token. 
 
There are several identified message flows to support the functional requirements and described in terms 
of basic flow diagrams as below. 

3.3.4.1.1.1 Tokenization EDIFACT Message with PII 

Following flow diagram describes the EDIFACT tokenization flow, where a client is able to send the 
complete EDIFACT message with elements to be tokenized. The client gets back the tokenized EDIFACT 
message as the response.
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3.3.4.1.1.2 De-Tokenization EDIFACT Message with Tokens 

Following flow diagram describes the EDIFACT de-tokenization flow, where a client is able to de-tokenize 
EDIFACT message given the complete message with tokenized elements. 

 

3.3.4.1.1.3 Tokenization of a Single PII Element 

Following flow diagram describes the tokenization flow where a client is able tokenize a single data value. 

 

3.3.4.1.1.4 De-Tokenization of a Single Token 

Following flow diagram describes the de-tokenization flow where a client is able get PII for given token. 

 

3.3.4.1.1.5 Audit Log Request 

Following diagram shows the flow of requesting access logs of personal identifiable information. 

 

3.3.4.1.1.6 Remove Related Token’s PII Entry 

Following flow diagram describes the removal of PII from data storage. 

 

3.3.4.1.1.7 Delete Tokens 

Following flow diagram describes the removal of token from the data storage. 
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3.3.4.1.2 Design 

Second stage of DSRM is to design a solution by describing the usage and implementation methodology. 
In this section the solution proposal “Safety Locker” is elaborated. The abstract level design of the target 
solution can be described as below. 
 
Safety Locker is a centralized solution that can issue token with related to PII information stored in the data 
store, As depicted in the diagram Figure 27, the clients (sender, receiver, intermediate clients) can access 
the solution over a REST API interface either to tokenize/de-tokenize a PII/token and access audit logs.  
 
#1, #2: The sender who creates the EDIFCT message calls the tokenization service with either complete 
EDIFACT message or only sending PII to be tokenized. Depending on client preference, the tokenization 
service provides completed tokenized EDIFACT message or the token for PII. 
 
#3, #4, #5, and #6: Intermediate party/client or end partner who wishes to access the information expects 
to use the de-tokenization services, either providing complete tokenized message or only the token required 
to retrieve the PII. The API service returns the complete de-tokenized EDIFACT message or the PII related 
to token requested to be de-tokenized. 
 
The centralized solution is able to keep a track on which PII/token has been accessed by which client and 
when. Thus, the design is able to provide access to an audit log to data owner or controller. In addition, a 
sender can restrict the access to tokens only by designated receivers by specifying receiver identifications. 
Furthermore, the solution consists of a definitive time where tokenized data will be available. Such that 
certain security features can be built around to secure the token and PII storage. 
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Figure 27 - Safety Locker Solution Proposal 

 
Safety Locker consists of following components as described in Figure 28 - Safety Locker Solution 
Components. 
 

1. REST API Interface Component: A REST based API interface providing main functions 
listed below.  

 API to receive request from a client with EDI message to be tokenized.  

 API to receive a request from client with tokenized EDI message to be de-tokenize. 

 API to receive a given single element of PII to be tokenized. 

 API to de-tokenize a single token provided by a client. 

 API to request access logs of given token provided by a client. 
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 API to remove the PII of an issued token from the data storage. 

 API to delete a token from the data storage. 
 

2. Data Storage Component: This component expected to securely store the PII received 
from client and tokens generated in the data storage. 

3. Client Collaboration Component: This component expects to manage the collaboration 
of the sensitive data stored. For example, information set X stored by Partner A, accessible 
by Partner B, who has given the authorization to access it by Partner A. 

4. Tokenization Component: This component expects to handle the tokenization/de-
tokenization of the PII information/token. 

5. EDI Document Parser Component(s): This component is to transform EDI messages to 
internal structure to handle the tokenization and storage within the Safety Locker. 
 

 
Figure 28 - Safety Locker Solution Components 

3.3.4.1.3 Development 

Thirdly, the artifact will be developed such that a workable solution can be demonstrated and evaluated 
against the expectations of the research to solve the problem. For the development of the solution 
following technologies are used. 
 

# Module Technology Used Purpose 

1 REST API Interface 
Component 

Java Spring Boot The framework is used in order to develop REST 
API interfaces to interact with clients, which can 
be make available for client to access through 
HTTP(S) protocol. 
 

2 Data Storage 
Component 

Java + Apache Ignite The purpose of this is to store the tokenized 
data and other data structures needed to 
provide functionality of the application 
components. The storage is used to store the 
both PII and Tokens issued to clients. 

3 Client Collaboration 
Component 

Java + Apache Ignite The purpose of this is to store the token link 
with PII and manage the access rights to PII.  

4 Tokenization/De-
Tokenization 
Component 

J2EE The purpose of this is to implement the 
tokenization/de-tokenization services.  

5 EDI Parser 
Component 

J2EE The purpose of this is to manipulate the EDI 
message from standard format to internal 
formatting to handle tokenization/de-
tokenization. 

Safety Locker 
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3.3.4.1.4 Testing 

The artefact developed will be unit tested at each level during the development and final solution is tested 
with end to end system integration flow. 

3.3.4.1.5 Deployment 

The final outcome is deployed to a public accessible environment with relevant documentation to use the 
service, where the interested parties can use and evaluate the solution in similar EAI infrastructure.  

3.3.4.1.6 Process Iteration 

Iterative development is a key feature in software development regardless of which methodology is used. 
The process iteration acknowledged as better approach by both industry and academia not only in recent 
years but also from earlier times. Méndez and Tinetti [91] points out “concept of iterative and incremental 
process came into being in the 1930’s and 1940’s out of the initial work conducted by Walter Shewhart in 
the Bell Labs”. Larman and Basili [92] describe, “Software development is a complex, continuous, iterative, 

and repetitive process”. The concept of iterative development specifically needed when developing new 

artefacts, when a design idea moves through different stages of life cycle, the need of re-designing, re-
evaluating required functionalities, re-evaluating the outcome of each stage is a necessity. Hence, the 
application of process iteration is applied during this research during design and development phases.  

3.3.5 Demonstration 

The artefacts developed based on solution proposal is demonstrated with a simulated end-to-end integration 
flow using the B2B integration platform. In order for the artefacts to be demonstrated following setup is used 
 

 Axway B2Bi server to run end to end system integration – This is used to run a system 
integration flow using EDIFACT messages and message transformation components. 

 Data Store (Apache Ignite) – This is to provide data store capabilities to support application 
functions such as tokens, PII. 

 HTTP(s) Server – HTTP server to provide interfaces to send files to the B2Bi Integration broker. 

 An application server to run REST API interface in AWS13 – An application server is used 
to host the REST API interfaces for tokenization/de-tokenization with following configuration. 

 REST API simulation client using SOAP UI14/Swagger UI15 – This is used to simulate and 
demonstrate the behaviour of sender and receiver of EDIFACT messages from/to Axway B2Bi 
integration broker. 

 

                                                
13 AWS - Amazon Web Services is a subsidiary of Amazon that provides on-demand cloud computing platforms to individuals, 

companies and governments https://aws.amazon.com/ 
14 SoapUI - is an open-source web service testing application for service-oriented architectures and representational state transfers 

https://www.soapui.org/  
15 Swagger UI - allows anyone — be it your development team or your end consumers — to visualize and interact with the API’s 

resources without having any of the implementation logic in place https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/ 

https://aws.amazon.com/
https://www.soapui.org/
https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/
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Figure 29 - Demonstration Setup 

3.3.6 Evaluation 

The results from the solution developed will be evaluated against objectives and research questions. 
Qualitative measures be applied for evaluating the artefacts developed against the problem to be solved. 
Listed below are an areas of evaluation, which is expected to be done during evaluation phase. 

3.3.6.1 Evaluation against Research Questions/Objectives 

 Research Question Evaluation Questions 

1 What are the challenges in 
legacy message broker 
technologies to protect 
personal data transferred 
through EDIFACT 
messages? 

How the challenges faced by organizations (message 
transformation/storage) are solved? 
 
How the personal data transferred though the EDIFACT messages 
protected by this solution? 
 
Has the challenges identified in 1.3 are solvable by applying the 
designed solution/artefacts? 

2 How the personal data in 
EDIFACT messages can be 
protected with related to 
GDPR regulations? 

Has the solution proposed protects the sensitive information within 
the EAI platform in EDIFACT messages? 
 
The protection provided aligned with GDPR regulations highlighted 
in topic 0 ? 

3 How to design a solution to 
protect personal data when 
using legacy EAI message 
brokers? 

Has the prototype addressed the problem description and 
applicable/adaptable to EAI?  
 
Has the solution protected the personal data in legacy EAI message 
broker? 
How effective applying such solution in existing EAI environment? 

Table 9 - Evaluation of Research Objectives vs Solution 

3.3.6.2 Evaluation of Artefacts Developed 

Evaluation of the design is expects to be accomplished using following approach. 
 

 Compare the functionality of artefacts with the objectives of the solution design. 
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 Evaluation of GDPR concerns against the developed artefacts in the context of EAI broker. 

 Performance evaluation of selected REST API interfaces supporting tokenization/de-tokenization.  

3.3.7 Communication 

The outcome of the results and research activities to be communicated towards target audience in the 
means of constructive and comprehensive written thesis dissertation together with presentation of results 
to requested audience. In addition, 
 

 The developed artefacts to be published in GitHub to be used by practitioners & fellow researchers. 

 Working solution is to make available through public internet. 
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Chapter 4 

 Design & Development 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will cover the design and development of the proposed solution as a proof of concept 
implementation. The activity start with conceptual design presented in earlier chapter by elaborating how 
the suggested components are interacting with each other to provide a workable solution. 

4.2 Conceptual Design 

The design of the solution can be seen from three layers as show below and the expected functionalities 
of each component pointed out in each layer. 
 

 
 

# Layer Component Purpose 

1 Communication 
Layer 

REST API for EDI Document 
tokenization/de-tokenization 
 

This interface is defined to use by 
sender/receiver to tokenize/de-tokenize 
a given EDIFACT message with non-
tokenized/tokenized elements. The 
interface accepts the message in raw 
text format of EDIFACT and delivers 
tokenized/de-tokenized message back 
to the requesting client. 

2 Communication 
Layer 

REST API to tokenize/de-
tokenize a single token. 

This interface is defined for a client to 
tokenize/de-tokenize a given token. The 
purpose is for an intermediate systems 
or users are able to get the real data 
through this interface. 

•REST API for EDI document tokenization/de-tokenization.

•REST API for tokenization/de-tokenization of a single PII/token.

•REST API to request access/audit logs of a token.

•REST API to delete token from token storage.

•REST API to delete PII related to a issued token from the storage.

Communication Layer

•Client colloboration component.

•Tokenization/de-tokenization component(s).

•EDI document parser component(s).

Processing Layer

•Data storage for token,PII, access logs.

Storage Layer
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3 Communication 
Layer 

REST API to request 
access/audit logs. 

This interface is defined for a client to 
request the access/audit logs of an 
issued token. The purpose is to provide 
a detail level logging information. For 
example, which client accessed which 
PII on what time frame and performed 
action on token/PII. 

4 Communication 
Layer 

REST API to delete a token 
from the token storage. 
 

This interface provides ability to delete a 
token together with associated PII. 

5 Communication 
Layer 

REST API to delete PII related 
to an issued token from 
storage. 
 

This interface is defined to delete 
associated PII of a given token. Once 
the PII is deleted, the associated token 
and audit logs kept intact for further 
access. 

6 Processing Layer Client collaboration 
component. 

This component is defined to mange the 
access rights for the token stored in the 
data store. Such that requester can 
restrict access to clients who are able to 
access the tokenized information. 

7 Processing Layer Tokenization/de-tokenization 
component. 
 

This component is used to tokenize/de-
tokenize the EDI messages sent by 
clients.  

8 Processing Layer EDI Document parser 
component. 
 

This component is used to handle the 
electronic message received to interface 
with the other modules. This will 
read/write towards the standard 
message format while integrating to the 
other modules such as data storage 
component, tokenization component. 

9 Storage Layer Data storage for token/key 
 

This storage is responsible for 
storing/retrieving token/PII from the data 
store.  

10 Storage Layer Data storage for client  
access/collaboration/access 
logs management 

This storage is responsible for storing 
access logs/client collaboration 
information in the database. 

4.3 Architectural Design 

Abstract level of overall architecture components of the solution design can be depicted as below. This 
shows the major sub components of two major modules ediTokenizer Rest Interface and ediTokenzer Core. 
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Figure 30 - Architectural Components 

4.4 Selection of Frameworks & Technologies 

This section covers the tools and technologies used to implement the proof of concept solution. 

4.4.1 Apache Ignite  
Apache ignite [93] is an open source in-memory data grid platform, which provides distributed database, 
caching abilities. The table below summarizes the availability of its features used in the proof of concept 
implementation. 
 

# Available Feature Feature Description from Vendor Usage in solution proposal 

2 Distributed Key-Value16 Read, write, transact with fastest key-
value data grid and cache 

Simplified caching mechanism 
implementation is used to store 
the key value pair of token and 
relevant data related to the 
token. Non-persistence cache is 
used to store a complete object 
of token, PII and its audit logs as 
a single entity. 

 

4.4.2 JAVA Programming Language 

Java is selected as the main programing language to implement the proof of concept. The language is freely 
available to be used and rich in of open source frameworks and libraries. The abundance of resources lead 
to choose Java as the primary language for implementing the proof of concept of the design. 

                                                
16 Apache ignite provides extensive and rich key-value APIs and can act as an in-memory data grid. You can think of Ignite as 

of a distributed partitioned hash map with every cluster node owning a portion of the overall data set. Unlike other in -memory 
data grids (IMDG), Ignite enables storing data both, in memory and on disk, and therefore is able to store more data than can fit 
in the physical memory https://ignite.apache.org/features/datagrid.html 
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4.4.3 IntelliJ IDEA 
IntelliJ IDEA [94] is a Java integrated development environment for developing computer software. It is 
developed by JetBrains and is available as community edition as well as a commercial edition. For the 
development community edition (IntelliJ IDEA 2018.3.5 Community Edition) of the integrated development 
environment (IDE) is used. 

4.4.4 Spring Boot Framework 
Spring provides programming framework to develop java based enterprise applications. Spring REST 
framework [95] is used to develop the REST API interfaces to expose the API to the clients. The framework 
support to easily develop the API’s in REST and run it on standalone emedded web server, which makes 
the development effort much easier to build a prototype. The framework enables to generate an executable 
java application bundled as a Jar file, which can be executed as a standalone application in a given 
environment. 

4.4.5 Apache J-Meter 

Apache J-Meter is an open source software provided by Apache foundation, which can be used to run load 
testing to analyse, measure the performance of most of services such as REST API, Web Services. During 
the research this tool is used to test the performance of the REST API interfaces developed. 

4.4.6 SOAP UI 
SoapUI is the an automated testing tool for SOAP and REST APIs. The tool allows to write, run, integrate, 
and automate advanced API Tests against the API interfaces. In this research, the tool is used to 
simulate/test the client behaviour. 

4.4.7 Swagger UI 
Swagger UI allows to visualize and interact with the API’s resources and when integrated to the java based 
REST API project, It allows the necessary artefacts to be presented to client with specification, 
documentation. This is used as an interface to test the API’s developed and provides access to the parties 
who are interested in understanding the implementation of the API interfaces.  

4.4.8 Git Hub 
Git hub is used to store the source code developed. The source code is available to public in two 
distinguished repositories. 

 
Source code of ediTokenizer component: https://github.com/safetylocker/ediTokenizer  
Source code of editokenizerRest component: https://github.com/safetylocker/editokenizerRest 

4.4.9 Maven Repository 
[96] Apache Maven is a software project management and comprehension tool. Based on the concept of a 
project object model (POM). Apache maven helps and simplifies the development, compiling, building and 
deployment of software artefacts. Hence, commercial version of Maven repository provided by an 
organization thorough internet is used to store the complied artefacts in following location. 
 

Project Artefact Repository: https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/IJONP3PuB0bQE6n5lHk1/ 

https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/IJONP3PuB0bQE6n5lHk1/
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4.4.10 Jenkins for Continuous Integration 
Continuous integration tool Jenkins17 is used to continuous building and creating deplorable packages and 
upload the final artefacts to the maven repository.  

4.5 Design Diagrams 

This topic introduces the various diagrams defined to describe the solution overview and to build the pre-
understanding of the artefacts to be developed. 

4.5.1 Business Interaction View 

Business interaction view shows the abstract view of the business integration flow from a sender to a 
receiver. In addition to the electronic message transferred between the organizations, it shows the 
interactions of sender and receiver with centralized solution design where data controller, data processor or 
data owner is able to access audit/access log information. 

 
 

4.5.2 Flow Diagrams 
There are seven API interaction flows identified and developed in the prototype. Following flow diagrams 
added in the Appendix section 8.1 for reference. 
 

 Tokenization of EDIFACT Message Flow - Describes the flow of EDIFACT message tokenization 
provided the complete EDIFACT message and elements to be tokenized.  

 De-Tokenization of EDIFACT Message Flow - Describes the flow of de-tokenization of EDIFACT 
message provided by the client with elements to be de-tokenized. 

                                                

17 Jenkins is a self-contained, open source automation server which can be used to automate all sorts of tasks related to building, 

testing, and delivering or deploying software. Jenkins can be installed through native system packages, Docker, or even run s tandalone 
by any machine with a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed. https://jenkins.io/ 
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 Tokenization of a Single PII Element Flow - Describes the flow of a single PII element 
tokenization. 

 De-Tokenization of a Single Token Flow - Describes the flow of de-tokenization of a single token. 

 Access Logs Request Flow - Describes the flow of requesting the access/audit logs. 

 Remove Token Entry Flow - Describes the flow of removing PII related to a token entry from the 
data store. 

 Delete Token Flow - Describes the flow of deleting a complete token and related PII from  the data 
store. 

4.5.3 Use Case Diagram 

Following diagram shows the generalized use cases of the prototype implemented. In this design, four major 
actors identified namely EDI document sender, EDI document receiver, PII data owner, administration, 
support staff typically involved with solution implementation. 

 

 
Figure 31 - Use Case Diagram of Solution Proposal 

4.5.4 Class Diagram – ediTokenizer 

Following class diagram shows simplified representation of the implementation of tokenization module and 
its associated components. The diagram does not consists of all attributes definitions of the parameters 
due to complexity in the representation. 
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4.5.5 Class Diagram – ediTokenizerRest 
Following class diagram shows simplified representation of the implementation of REST API module and 
its associated components. 
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4.5.6 Component Interaction Diagram 
Following sequence diagram shows the component integrations in the solution design considering EDI 
message tokenization flow as an illustrative example. Not all the client usage variations are described in the 
report.  
 

 
Figure 32 - Component Interaction Diagram 

Sequence of activities of EDI message tokenization is listed below and there can be other variations of 
how clients can behave depending on the needs by utilizing the defined API’s. 

 
- The sender application calls the safety locker REST API by providing EDIFACT message and 

elements to be tokenized as denoted by “EDI Message 0”.  
- The safety locker application responds the client with tokenized EDIFACT message denoted by 

“EDI Message 1”.  
- Tokenized “EDI Message 1” is sent to enterprise application integration broker. 
- “EDI Message 1” message is transformed to a new message and sent to designated receiver and 

the message denoted by ““EDI Message 2”. 
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- Receiver application sends back the message to safety locker application to de-tokenize the 
elements by providing the complete EDI message and the elements to be de-tokenized. Safety 
Locker returns the de-tokenized EDI message as denoted by “EDI Message 3”. 

- Data owner, EAI support/admin can call the safety locker application using defined API end points 
by providing single token to de-tokenize a given token, request audit logs which is denoted by 
“Message Token Request (1/3)/Response (2/4)” as required.  

4.6 Detail Design of Modules 
The solution design consists of two main modules which consisting of several sub components. The 
following diagrams and sections provides breakdown of components, description and usage of each 
component.  

4.6.1 Overview of Design 

 
Figure 33 - Main Components of Safety Locker 

Safety Locker is the parent level component, which binds two major sub components, which defines the 
overall suggested solution proposal. The main two modules are namely “ediTokenzer Core” and 
“ediTokenizer” are developed over the cause of development life cycle. 

4.6.1.1 ediTokenizer Core Module 

ediTokenizer Core is the first major component consisting of several different sub components to handle 
the complete tokenization/de-tokenization framework. This component can be used as a standalone 
component to integrate to an existing EAI framework without the ediTokenizer REST API component. If the 
need is identified in an implementation. However, the proposal of the solution is to use both components to 
accommodate the accessibility towards the tokenization solution through an API interface. 

4.6.1.2 ediTokenizer REST Module 

ediTokenizer module is the second major component which interfaces to the ediTokenzer Core component 
to provide REST based API interface to interact by remote clients. This is responsible for authenticating the 
clients, distinguishing HTTP requests based on HTTP URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) and HTTP method 
(GET, POST) to direct to relevant tokenization/de-tokenization functionality defined in tokenization core 
module. In addition, this module provides documentation for client to understand the API implementation 
based on swagger 2.0 standard. In addition, basic validation of the REST requests are implemented in this 
component to ensure each and every API request is valid with required parameters. 

4.6.2 ediTokenizer Core Components 

 

Safety 
Locker

ediTokenizer 
Core

ediTokenzer 
REST API
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Figure 34 - Main Components of EDI Tokenizer Core Module 

4.6.2.1 EDI Parser Component(s) 

EDI parser component is the main interface for the ediTokenizer core, which allows the requesting clients 
to interact with different EDI documents (implemented for proof of concept to support EDIFACT, CSV). This 
provides capabilities to understand the message content and use the underneath components to accomplish 
the expected functionality of the solution. This is also directly interacting with tokenizer components to 
interact with data storage component. 

4.6.2.2 Tokenizer/De-Tokenizer Component 

This is developed as a generic reusable item to be accessed and used by other components interacting to 
provide the expected functionalities. This provides interface to data storage component. Each and every 
tokenization/detokenization request uses this module to interact with data storage component.  
 
In the implementation, the program takes an input from client to understand maximum length of a token 
supported by EDI message element with relevant to the PII to be tokenized. Then tokenization component 
generates a token based on a selected hash algorithm as described in code segment in Appendix 8.2.1. 
Depending on the length supported by client the algorithm is selected from SHA-512, SHA-256, SHA-1, 
MD-5, Adler32 to create a token value. In addition, In order to create unique token for the same PII received, 
PII is prefixed with a universal unique identifier (UUID) before a token is created. The program at least 
expect minimum 16 character length to be supported by client else as a default a UUID is returned to the 
client. such that client is able to decide if tokenization should be done or not based on client requirement. 
This behaviour may enhanced further by refining requirements for such implementation. 

4.6.2.3 Storage Component 

This provides the generic capability to store PII with key value pairs using the Apache Ignite cache 
persistence storage. The key is the token issued to the client as described in 4.6.2.2. The current 
implementation does not store the PII directly as a pure text value received from the client. Instead, it uses 
a java object called “CacheEntryObject” to store the PII together with other relevant information such as 
client information describing sender identification, expected receiver(s) identification(s), token creation time 
and token validity time. The object also consists of a placeholder to keep audit information, such that 
whenever a token accessed or content deleted the audit logs recorded and stored together with 
“CacheEntryObject”. 
 
Tokenized object “CacheEntryObject” contains the attributes described in table below. 
 

# Tokenization Object Attribute Purpose 

1 JSON Object  A JSON object created to embed the PII to be stored. This can 
be enhanced to store either single PII or any other data values 
based on future needs. For example it could contain a scanned 
image of identify information of a person or sensitive document 
itself. 

ediTokenizer 
Core

EDI Parser 
Components(s)

Tokenizer/De-
Tokenizer 

Component

Storage 
Component

Access Log 
Component

Client 
Colloboration 
Component
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2 Sender Id A valid sender ID sent by tokenization requesting client. This 
is used to identify which sender has requested to store the PII 
tokenized. This id is also used to check access to different rest 
API component when client is requesting to carry out 
detokenization, token deletion and PII deletion. 

3 Receiver Ids A list of valid designated recipient identities intended to use the 
token issued. This is used to check and verify when a client is 
requesting to de-tokenize a token. The purpose of this is to 
restrict access to unintended clients to access token issued by 
a given sender, unless sender is given the grant to access the 
token to a specified client when a token is created.  

4 Token Creation Time Token creation time is embedded within the object, such that 
it can be used to validate the time and can be used to 
implement a cleansing mechanism from solution level to 
remove older cached objects. 

5 Token Validity Time The purpose is to set a time limit by a client who is requesting 
to tokenize PII such that the solution is aware of the time it 
needs to store the tokenized objects within the solution. 

 
In the proof of concept implementation, a tokenization object defined as “CacheEntryObject” described in 
8.2.2 in the Appendix. The java class consists of a placeholder to store PII within the cache entry object. 
The objects are then stored in Apache Ignite Cache. When Ignite cache initiated as described in code 
segment 8.2.3 in the Appendix. The ignite framework allows defining an option to encrypting the cache 
objects by utilizing the function cfg.setEncryptionEnabled(true).In addition, Apache Ignite supports the data 
persistence meaning that content in the cache is able to store in persistence disk storage permanently. 
When persistency option is enabled, it provides access to token storage even after application is restarted. 
As shown in the code snippet the functionality achieved by setting 
dataStorageConfiguration.getDefaultDataRegionConfiguration().setPersistenceEnabled(true) once 
provided the persistence storage configuration to store the cache content on disk.  

4.6.2.4 Access Logs Component 

Access log component is responsible for providing the access/audit logs of requesting clients for 
tokenization, de-tokenization, token deletion, token content deletion and access log requests. This allows 
the tokenization object to have a tracking of which client has accessed which token to get the PII and other 
operations provided. The solution designed in a manner where the cache entry object described in 4.6.2.3 
holds the access/audit log information together with the token information. Whenever a client is requested 
to de-tokenize PII, the information is recorded as an object instance of an “AccessEntry” and inserted back 
to the cache entry object. The access log entry described as in 8.2.4 in the Appendix. 
 

4.6.2.5 Client Collaboration Component 

Client collaboration component used to verify the access rights of the stored PII objects within the data 
store. For example, it is responsible for verifying the access to the token requested by a client to be de-
tokenized. When a token created, the application records the sender identification and the receivers 
identification granted by the sender. When a client request de-tokenization, the client ID of the requester 
checked against ID’s granted by token creator. This implementation increases the level of security by not 
allowing access any token by an authenticated client. Code snippet 8.2.5 in the Appendix shows the current 
proof of concept implementation. When a request received to tokenization service, the application checks if 
the client ID exists in the data store object “CacheEntryObject” and allows the client to carry out the 
requested operation. If it matches any of client Identifications supplied when the original tokenization was 
created.  
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4.6.3 ediTokenizer Rest API 

 
Figure 35 - Main Components of EDI Tokenizer REST API Interfaces 

4.6.3.1 Client Authentication 

This component is responsible for authenticating the clients requesting tokenization/de-tokenization & 
access log request services. Clients can be authenticated using external authentication service running 
externally to the implementation. Due to the time limits and complexity of implementation, authentication 
mechanism was not developed in the current proof of concept. This can be achieved by involving API 
Management platforms used by enterprise application infrastructure. However, the design idea is that each 
and every client request should be authenticated and client ID should be used in API requests where it is 
applicable. 

4.6.3.2 Tokenizer Application 

This is a main component of the REST API interface, which is interacting with the ediTokenizer components. 
It initializes the EDI document type controllers from ediTokenizer module. In the current proof of concept 
implementation, it can be observed three different instance types are instantiated namely EDIFACT, CSV 
and Simple Tokenizer, which supports the current REST API interfaces. Implementation of the java class 
available in 8.2.6 in the Appendix for reference. 

4.6.3.3 Tokenizer Controller 

This component is responsible for handling requests received from clients. It implements the API interfaces 
and methods, which direct the appropriate function to be executed based on client requests. Table below 
summarizes the implementation of HTTP URL end points used in REST API. The interface description is 
also available as online artefact to be accessed in following URL, where proof of concept is implemented 
and available for public access. 
 

 Example Implementation Swagger UI: http://safetylocker.eu:8080/swagger-ui.html#/ 
 Figure 36 - Safety Locker API  shows the screen capture of the swagger UI implementation, which 

is available over public internet. 
 

# API Path HTTP 
Method 

HTTP Parameters Query Parameter 
Type 

Response 

1 /tokenizer/tokenize 
 

POST ElementsToTokenize 
SenderId 
ReceiverIds 
MessageType 
Document 

array[object] 
string 
string array 
string 
body(text/plain) 

Tokenized EDI 
message 
embedded in 
JSON 
structure 
format. 

2 /tokenizer/de-tokenize 
 

POST ElementsToTokenize 
SenderId 
ReceiverIds 
MessageType 

array[object] 
string 
string array 
string 

De-Tokenized 
EDI message 
embedded in 
JSON 

ediTokenizer 
REST API

Client 
Authentication 

Component 

Tokenizer 
Application 
Component

Tokenizer 
Controller 

Component

http://safetylocker.eu:8080/swagger-ui.html#/
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Document body(text/plain) structure 
format. 

3 /tokenizer/tokenize GET Value 
MaxLenght 
SenderId 

string 
string 
string 
 

Tokenized 
string of the 
PII in JSON 
format. 

4 /tokenizer/de-tokenize 
 

GET Token 
SenderId 
 

string 
string 
 
 

De-tokenized 
value of the 
token 
requested in 
JSON format. 

5 /tokenizer/audit/logs GET Token 
SenderId 

string 
string 

Access logs of 
token 
requested in 
JSON format. 

6 /tokenizer/tokenize DELETE Token 
SenderId 

string 
string 

Status of 
operation in 
JSON format. 

7 /tokenizer/removeTok
enEntry 

GET Token 
SenderId 

string 
string 

Status of 
operation in 
JSON format. 

 
 

 
Figure 36 - Safety Locker API Methods Summary  

4.7 Description of Design Artefacts & Development Resources 

Artefacts developed/development resources are available for public access on following URL locations. The 
artefacts are free to access through by public internet who intends to validate, verify and enhance with 
further research effort in this area. The current domain setup “safetylocker.eu” used to run the proof of 
concept solution and may not be available after few years based on maintenance. In such situation, please 
refer to the code base stored in git hub.  
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# Component Location Type Link to Artifact 

1 ediTokenizer
Rest 

Git Hub Source Code https://github.com/safetylocker/editokenizerRe
st 

2 ediTokenizer 
Core 

Git Hub Source Code https://github.com/safetylocker/ediTokenizer 

3 ediTokenizer
Rest 

Maven 
Repository 

Complied Code https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/COgMeZKcgM
wsws1u2oAm/com/securitybox/ediTokenizerR
est/ 

4 ediTokenizer 
Core 

Maven 
Repository 

Complied Code https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/COgMeZKcgM
wsws1u2oAm/com/securitybox/ediparser/ 

5 REST API 
Interface 

AWS Runnable REST 
API 

http://safetylocker.eu:8080/swagger-ui.html#/ 

6 ediTokenizer
Rest 

Git Hub Project Tasks https://github.com/safetylocker 
/editokenizerRest/projects/2 

7 ediTokenizer 
Core 

Git Hub Project Tasks https://github.com/safetylocker/ediTokenizer/pr
ojects/3 

8 SOAP UI 
Test Cases 

Git Hub Simulation 
Component 

https://github.com/safetylocker/ediTokenizerSo
apUI 

 

4.8 How to Run the Artefacts 

The two major modules developed can be run independently based on use case implementations as 
elaborated in 4.9.6. Appendix 8.3 consists of basic instructions to run an ediTokenizerRest component in a 
target environment. 

4.9 Design Evaluation 

This section highlights examples of request/response by simulating the REST API interface. Then the usage 
of the solution is tested with the EAI broker environment and shows how the end-to-end system integration 
flow works with the solution design. 

4.9.1 Test Bed Setup 
In order to demonstrate and test the functionality of the developed artefacts following test setup is used.  

 Client simulation is done from windows workstation to interact with the safety locker REST 
application. 

 Safety locker REST API application is running in Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) instance.  

 Axway B2Bi enterprise application broker is running on Red hat Linux virtual server. Axway B2B 
broker provides in-built HTTP and FTP server to send/receive files. The virtual server is placed 
inside the windows workstation. 

 

https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/COgMeZKcgMwsws1u2oAm/com/securitybox/ediTokenizerRest/
https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/COgMeZKcgMwsws1u2oAm/com/securitybox/ediTokenizerRest/
https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/COgMeZKcgMwsws1u2oAm/com/securitybox/ediTokenizerRest/
https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/COgMeZKcgMwsws1u2oAm/com/securitybox/ediparser/
https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/COgMeZKcgMwsws1u2oAm/com/securitybox/ediparser/
http://safetylocker.eu:8080/swagger-ui.html#/
https://github.com/safetylocker%20/editokenizerRest/projects/2
https://github.com/safetylocker%20/editokenizerRest/projects/2
https://github.com/safetylocker/ediTokenizer/projects/3
https://github.com/safetylocker/ediTokenizer/projects/3
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Figure 37 - Test Bed Setup 

The test bed setup consists of following server configuration. 
 

# Component Configuration 

1 Windows Workstation Operating System : Windows 10 
System Memory : 16 Gb 
Processor : Intel® Core™ i5-7300U CPU @ 2.6 GHz 2.7 GHz 
System Type : 64-bit Operating System,x64 based processor 

2 Red hat Linux 7 – Virtual Server Operating System :Red Hat Enterprise 7 
System Memory : 4Gb 
# of Processors : 1 
# cored per processor : 1 
Total processor cores: 1 

3 Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon 
EC2) - AWS EC-2 Instance 

Operating System : Red Hat Linux Server 
Instance Type : t2.micro 
Number of vCPUs : 1 
AMI ID : RHEL-7.6_HVM_GA-20181017-x86_64-0-Hourly2-
GP2 
System Memory : 1Gb 

 

4.9.2 Evaluation of the Design 

The proof of concept and artefacts developed evaluated by executing API requests from a HTTP client. This 
section summarizes and illustrates the how rest API was tested using curl18 command line tool. Similar test 
can be executed either using any http client tool such as the swagger UI test framework or SOAP UI client. 
For example, a SOAP UI project used to simulate the client behaviour defined and added to GitHub for 
reference as described in 4.7.  

                                                
18

 Curl is a command line tool for doing all sorts of URL manipulations and transfers, but this particular document will focus on how 

to use it when doing HTTP https://curl.haxx.se/  

https://curl.haxx.se/
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4.9.2.1 Tokenization of EDIFACT Message 

This section illustrates example of EDIFACT tokenization request by a client and the response message 
from the service. It can be observed the requested elements described under request parameter 
“ElementsToTokenize” have been tokenized.  

 
Request URL curl -X POST 

"http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/tokenize?ElementsToTokenize=%5
B%7B%22segmentName%22%3A%22NAD%22%2C%22segmentQualifie
r%22%3A%22CN%22%2C%22dataElementNumber%22%3A5%2C%22d
ataElementPosition%22%3A1%2C%22dataElementLength%22%3A30%7
D%2C%7B%22segmentName%22%3A%22NAD%22%2C%22segmentQ
ualifier%22%3A%22CN%22%2C%22dataElementNumber%22%3A6%2C
%22dataElementPosition%22%3A1%2C%22dataElementLength%22%3A
30%7D%2C%7B%22segmentName%22%3A%22NAD%22%2C%22segm
entQualifier%22%3A%22CN%22%2C%22dataElementNumber%22%3A7
%2C%22dataElementPosition%22%3A1%2C%22dataElementLength%22
%3A30%7D%2C%7B%22segmentName%22%3A%22CTA%22%2C%22
segmentQualifier%22%3A%22IC%22%2C%22dataElementNumber%22%
3A3%2C%22dataElementPosition%22%3A2%2C%22dataElementLength
%22%3A30%7D%2C%7B%22segmentName%22%3A%22RFF%22%2C
%22dataElementNumber%22%3A2%2C%22dataElementPosition%22%3
A2%2C%22dataElementLength%22%3A30%7D%2C%7B%22segmentNa
me%22%3A%22COM%22%2C%22dataElementNumber%22%3A3%2C%
22dataElementPosition%22%3A2%2C%22dataElementLength%22%3A2
0%7D%5D&MessageType=EDIFACT&ReceiverIds=Receiver_1&Receiver
Ids=Receiver_2&SenderId=Sender_1" -H "accept: application/json" -H 
"Content-Type: text/plain" -d "UNA:+.? 
'UNB+UNOC:3+PartnerA+PartnerB+100615:0100+1006150100000++MY
COMPANY'UNH+1+IFTMIN:S:93A:UN'BGM+340+0000001339+9'DTM+1
37:20100615:102'TSR+PCO'FTX+DIN+++Delivery 
information'CNT+7:7.000:KGM'CNT+26:0.500:MTQ'CNT+ZLM:0.40:MTR'
CNT+Z12:3:PCE'CNT+11:3:PCE'RFF+AAO:Receivers 
reference'RFF+CU:Shipment 
reference'TDT+20'NAD+CZ+123456++MYCOMPANY AB+Box 2326 
+GEBORG++40315+SE'CTA+IC+:John Doe'COM+031-
581600:TE'COM+031-
7581605:FX'COM+info@MYCOMPANY.com:EM'NAD+CN+++Testmottag
aren AB+Sdervsvn 12 +VTRA FRUNDA++42651+SE'CTA+IC+:Björn 
Svensson'COM+012-3456789:TE'COM+012-
9876543:FX'COM+test@test.com:EM'COM+07353289222:ZMS'GID+1+1:
CT'FTX+AAA+++Electronics'FTX+PAC+++9'MEA+WT++KGM:5.000'MEA
+VOL++MTQ:0.300'PCI+18+373925550000420599'GID+2+2:CT'FTX+AA
A+++Electronics'FTX+PAC+++9'MEA+WT++KGM:2.000'MEA+VOL++MT
Q:0.200'PCI+18+373925550000420605:373925550000420612'EQD+EFP
'EQN+1'UNT+39+1'UNZ+1+1006150100000'" 

Request Parameters ElementsToTokenize : 
[{"segmentName":"NAD","segmentQualifier":"CN","dataElementNumb
er":5,"dataElementPosition":1,"dataElementLength":30},{"segmentNa
me":"NAD","segmentQualifier":"CN","dataElementNumber":6,"dataEle
mentPosition":1,"dataElementLength":30},{"segmentName":"NAD","se
gmentQualifier":"CN","dataElementNumber":7,"dataElementPosition":1
,"dataElementLength":30},{"segmentName":"CTA","segmentQualifier":
"IC","dataElementNumber":3,"dataElementPosition":2,"dataElementLe
ngth":30},{"segmentName":"RFF","dataElementNumber":2,"dataEleme
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ntPosition":2,"dataElementLength":30},{"segmentName":"COM","dataE
lementNumber":3,"dataElementPosition":2,"dataElementLength":20}] 
MessageType : 
EDIFACT 

Response {"id":1,"response":"UNA:+.? 
'UNB+UNOC:3+PartnerA+PartnerB+100615:0100+1006150100000++MY
COMPANY'UNH+1+IFTMIN:S:93A:UN'BGM+340+0000001339+9'DTM+1
37:20100615:102'TSR+PCO'FTX+DIN+++Delivery 
information'CNT+7:7.000:KGM'CNT+26:0.500:MTQ'CNT+ZLM:0.40:MTR'
CNT+Z12:3:PCE'CNT+11:3:PCE'RFF+AAO:2506035260'RFF+CU:22802
63684'TDT+20'NAD+CZ+123456++MYCOMPANY AB+Box 2326 
+GEBORG++40315+SE'CTA+IC+:4261153846'COM+031-
581600:TE'COM+031-
7581605:FX'COM+info@MYCOMPANY.com:EM'NAD+CN+++247267735
7+1689128583+329911276++42651+SE'CTA+IC+:2364281080'COM+01
2-3456789:TE'COM+012-
9876543:FX'COM+test@test.com:EM'COM+07353289222:ZMS'GID+1+1:
CT'FTX+AAA+++Electronics'FTX+PAC+++9'MEA+WT++KGM:5.000'MEA
+VOL++MTQ:0.300'PCI+18+373925550000420599'GID+2+2:CT'FTX+AA
A+++Electronics'FTX+PAC+++9'MEA+WT++KGM:2.000'MEA+VOL++MT
Q:0.200'PCI+18+373925550000420605:373925550000420612'EQD+EFP
'EQN+1'UNT+39+1'UNZ+1+1006150100000'"} 

 

4.9.2.2 De-Tokenization of EDIFACT Message 

This shows an example of EDIFACT de-tokenization request by a client and the response message from 
the service. It can be observed the requested elements described under request parameter 
“ElementsToDeTokenize” has been de-tokenized to original values. 

 
Request URL curl -X POST "http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/de-

tokenize?ElementsToDeTokenize=%5B%7B%22segmentName%22%3A
%22NAD%22%2C%22segmentQualifier%22%3A%22CN%22%2C%22da
taElementNumber%22%3A5%2C%22dataElementPosition%22%3A1%7D
%2C%7B%22segmentName%22%3A%22NAD%22%2C%22segmentQua
lifier%22%3A%22CN%22%2C%22dataElementNumber%22%3A6%2C%
22dataElementPosition%22%3A1%7D%2C%7B%22segmentName%22%
3A%22NAD%22%2C%22segmentQualifier%22%3A%22CN%22%2C%22
dataElementNumber%22%3A7%2C%22dataElementPosition%22%3A1%
7D%2C%7B%22segmentName%22%3A%22CTA%22%2C%22segment
Qualifier%22%3A%22IC%22%2C%22dataElementNumber%22%3A3%2
C%22dataElementPosition%22%3A2%7D%2C%7B%22segmentName%
22%3A%22RFF%22%2C%22dataElementNumber%22%3A2%2C%22dat
aElementPosition%22%3A2%7D%2C%7B%22segmentName%22%3A%
22COM%22%2C%22dataElementNumber%22%3A2%2C%22dataEleme
ntPosition%22%3A1%7D%5D&MessageType=EDIFACT&SenderId=Rece
iver_1" -H "accept: application/json" -H "Content-Type: text/plain" -d 
"UNA:+.? 
'UNB+UNOC:3+PartnerA+PartnerB+100615:0100+1006150100000++MY
COMPANY'UNH+1+IFTMIN:S:93A:UN'BGM+340+0000001339+9'DTM+1
37:20100615:102'TSR+PCO'FTX+DIN+++Delivery 
information'CNT+7:7.000:KGM'CNT+26:0.500:MTQ'CNT+ZLM:0.40:MTR'
CNT+Z12:3:PCE'CNT+11:3:PCE'RFF+AAO:2506035260'RFF+CU:22802
63684'TDT+20'NAD+CZ+123456++MYCOMPANY AB+Box 2326 
+GEBORG++40315+SE'CTA+IC+:4261153846'COM+031-
581600:TE'COM+031-
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7581605:FX'COM+info@MYCOMPANY.com:EM'NAD+CN+++247267735
7+1689128583+329911276++42651+SE'CTA+IC+:2364281080'COM+01
2-3456789:TE'COM+012-
9876543:FX'COM+test@test.com:EM'COM+07353289222:ZMS'GID+1+1:
CT'FTX+AAA+++Electronics'FTX+PAC+++9'MEA+WT++KGM:5.000'MEA
+VOL++MTQ:0.300'PCI+18+373925550000420599'GID+2+2:CT'FTX+AA
A+++Electronics'FTX+PAC+++9'MEA+WT++KGM:2.000'MEA+VOL++MT
Q:0.200'PCI+18+373925550000420605:373925550000420612'EQD+EFP
'EQN+1'UNT+39+1'UNZ+1+1006150100000'" 

Request Parameters ElementsToTokenize : 
[{"segmentName":"NAD","segmentQualifier":"CN","dataElementNumb
er":5,"dataElementPosition":1},{"segmentName":"NAD","segmentQuali
fier":"CN","dataElementNumber":6,"dataElementPosition":1},{"segment
Name":"NAD","segmentQualifier":"CN","dataElementNumber":7,"dataE
lementPosition":1},{"segmentName":"CTA","segmentQualifier":"IC","da
taElementNumber":3,"dataElementPosition":2},{"segmentName":"RFF"
,"dataElementNumber":2,"dataElementPosition":2},{"segmentName":"
COM","dataElementNumber":2,"dataElementPosition":1}] 
MessageType :  
EDIFACT 

Response {"id":2,"response":"UNA:+.? 
'UNB+UNOC:3+PartnerA+PartnerB+100615:0100+1006150100000++MY
COMPANY'UNH+1+IFTMIN:S:93A:UN'BGM+340+0000001339+9'DTM+1
37:20100615:102'TSR+PCO'FTX+DIN+++Delivery 
information'CNT+7:7.000:KGM'CNT+26:0.500:MTQ'CNT+ZLM:0.40:MTR'
CNT+Z12:3:PCE'CNT+11:3:PCE'RFF+AAO:Receivers 
reference'RFF+CU:Shipment 
reference'TDT+20'NAD+CZ+123456++MYCOMPANY AB+Box 2326 
+GEBORG++40315+SE'CTA+IC+:John Doe'COM+031-
581600:TE'COM+031-
7581605:FX'COM+info@MYCOMPANY.com:EM'NAD+CN+++Testmottag
aren AB+Sdervsvn 12 +VTRA FRUNDA++42651+SE'CTA+IC+:Björn 
Svensson'COM+012-3456789:TE'COM+012-
9876543:FX'COM+test@test.com:EM'COM+07353289222:ZMS'GID+1+1:
CT'FTX+AAA+++Electronics'FTX+PAC+++9'MEA+WT++KGM:5.000'MEA
+VOL++MTQ:0.300'PCI+18+373925550000420599'GID+2+2:CT'FTX+AA
A+++Electronics'FTX+PAC+++9'MEA+WT++KGM:2.000'MEA+VOL++MT
Q:0.200'PCI+18+373925550000420605:373925550000420612'EQD+EFP
'EQN+1'UNT+39+1'UNZ+1+1006150100000'"} 

4.9.2.3 Tokenization of a Single PII Element 

Following three examples shows the request and response of single PII tokenization requests flows. The 
example specifies different length of token that can be supported by the client. The service responds with a 
token generated by utilizing the logics defined depending on the supported token length. It can be observed 
depending on the client specified length the response token length differs. 

 
Request URL curl -X GET 

"http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/tokenize?SenderId=Sender_1&max
TokenLenght=16&value=Hide%20Me" -H "accept: */*" 

Request Parameters maxTokenLenght : 16 
value : Hide Me 

Response { 
 "id": 63544, 
 "response": "4282715107" 
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} 

 
Request URL curl -X GET 

"http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/tokenize?SenderId=Sender_1&max
TokenLenght=35&value=Hide%20Me" -H "accept: */*" 

Request Parameters maxTokenLenght : 35 
value : Hide Me 

Response { 
 "id": 63545, 
 "response": "ee5230b8b51e487ecfa956a2df79d4d0" 
} 

 
Request URL curl -X GET 

"http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/tokenize?SenderId=Sender_1&max
TokenLenght=75&value=Hide%20Me" -H "accept: */*" 

Request Parameters maxTokenLenght : 75 
value : Hide Me 

Response { 
 "id": 63546, 
 "response": 
"8172b4f01cfe8145e699ed915d0b734b1855b4c3f0cd10c030fb83dd303c2
e25" 
} 

 
Request URL curl -X GET 

"http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/tokenize?SenderId=Sender_1&max
TokenLenght=135&value=Hide%20Me" -H "accept: */*" 

Request Parameters maxTokenLenght : 135 
value : Hide Me 

Response { 
 "id": 63547, 
 "response": 
"eedb9aef658b5040379baf5062255e843ab37cc0cdc99180ada0b5a423f8
2132958defd5664a61fb5eb757e7aa3ab0bbf4dab1c13fc7210d7849fd5f0f
704875" 
} 

4.9.2.4 De-Tokenization of a Single Token 

Following examples shows the extraction of PII element using single de-tokenization API request. It can be 
observed the de-tokenized value is returned back to the client. 
 

Request URL curl -X GET "http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/de-
tokenize?SenderId=Receiver_1&token=4282715107" -H "accept: 
application/json" 

Request Parameters Token : 4282715107 
Response { 

 "id": 63548, 
 "response": "Hide Me" 
} 

 
Request URL curl -X GET "http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/de-

tokenize?SenderId=Receiver_1&token=ee5230b8b51e487ecfa956a2df79
d4d0" -H "accept: application/json" 

Request Parameters token : ee5230b8b51e487ecfa956a2df79d4d0 
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Response { 
 "id": 63549, 
 "response": "Hide Me" 
} 

4.9.2.5 Access/Audit Log Request 

This shows an example of access/audit log request for a given token by a client. The response from service 
contains the client ID used to access the de-tokenization service , the time of the request made by client 
and the requested operation. 

 
Request URL curl -X GET 

"http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/audit/logs?SenderId=Data_Owner_1
&token=ee5230b8b51e487ecfa956a2df79d4d0" -H "accept: 
application/json" 

Request Parameters Token : ee5230b8b51e487ecfa956a2df79d4d0 
Response { 

 "id": 63550, 
 "Response": [ 
 { 
"acccesTime": "04/11/2019 09:14:28", 
"clientId": "Sender_1", 
"action": "Client has created the token entry." 
 }, 
 { 
"acccesTime": "04/11/2019 09:18:53", 
"clientId": "Receiver_1", 
"action": "Client has detokenized the token." 
 }, 
 { 
"acccesTime": "04/11/2019 09:19:52", 
"clientId": "Data_Owner_1", 
"action": "Client has accessed the log entry/entries" 
 } 
 ]} 

4.9.3 Delete Token Request 

Authenticated client is able to delete a token created previously. Example of token deletion request is as 
below. In such a request, client receives the success/failure indicated by true/false in the JSON response. 

 
Request URL curl -X DELETE 

"http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/token?SenderId=Data_Owner_1&to
ken=ee5230b8b51e487ecfa956a2df79d4d0" -H "accept: application/json" 

Request Parameters Token : ee5230b8b51e487ecfa956a2df79d4d0 
Response { 

 "id": 63551, 
 "response": "true" 
} 

4.9.4 Remove Token Entry Request 

Authenticated client is able to delete the PII linked to token entry. In such a request, the application leaves 
the token information with access logs and removes only the PII stored within the system. 
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Request URL curl -X DELETE 

"http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/removeTokenEntry?SenderId=Data
_Owener_1&token=96154ef085ef45c67e25f1ab614e823998385a6c7d7e
ed3e74137bc4e05572a5b8778736b56c514cbe547c7f757c394383cd0820
7c97596fec516bbd1a90f9b5" -H "accept: application/json" 

Request Parameters Token : ee5230b8b51e487ecfa956a2df79d4d0 
Response { 

 "id": 63555, 
 "response": "true" 
} 

 

4.9.5 End to End Integration Simulation with EAI 
The end to end integration flow is simulated as below following a step wise approach. Input and output of 
EDI messages from the tokenizer application is shown as examples. 
 

1) The flow initiated by sender application creating an EDIFACT file (IFTMIN:S:93A). 
 

2) Sender application tokenize the EDIFACT message by calling the “/tokenizer/tokenize” REST API 
of safety locker application. The input and output message from the service is highlighted below 
with marked elements subjected to tokenization. It can be clearly observed the requested PII 
elements are tokenized and sent back to the client. 

 
EDIFACT Input  EDIFACT Output 

UNA:+.? ’ 
UNB+UNOC:3+PartnerA+PartnerB+100615:0100+1006

150100000++MYCOMPANY’ 
UNH+1+IFTMIN:S:93A:UN’ 
BGM+340+0000001339+9’ 

DTM+137:20100615:102’ 
TSR+PCO’ 
FTX+DIN+++Delivery information’ 

CNT+7:7.000:KGM’ 
CNT+26:0.500:MTQ’ 
CNT+ZLM:0.40:MTR’ 

CNT+Z12:3:PCE’ 
CNT+11:3:PCE’ 
RFF+AAO:Receivers reference’ 

RFF+CU:Shipment reference’ 
TDT+20’ 
NAD+CZ+123456++MYCOMPANY AB+Box 2326 

+GEBORG++40315+SE’ 
CTA+IC+:John Doe’ 
COM+031-581600:TE’ 

COM+031-7581605:FX’ 
COM+info@MYCOMPANY.com:EM’ 
NAD+CN+++Testmottagaren AB+Sdervsvn 12 +VTRA 
FRUNDA++42651+SE’ 

CTA+IC+:Björn Svensson’ 
COM+012-3456789:TE’ 
COM+012-9876543:FX’ 

COM+test@test.com:EM’ 
COM+07353289222:ZMS’ 
GID+1+1:CT’ 

FTX+AAA+++Electronics’ 
FTX+PAC+++9’ 
MEA+WT++KGM:5.000’ 

MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.300’ 
PCI+18+373925550000420599’ 
GID+2+2:CT’ 

FTX+AAA+++Electronics’ 

UNA:+.?  
UNB+UNOC:3+PartnerA+PartnerB+100615:0100+100615

0100000++MYCOMPANY 
UNH+1+IFTMIN:S:93A:UN 
BGM+340+0000001339+9 

DTM+137:20100615:102 
TSR+PCO 
FTX+DIN+++Delivery information 

CNT+7:7.000:KGM 
CNT+26:0.500:MTQ 
CNT+ZLM:0.40:MTR 

CNT+Z12:3:PCE 
CNT+11:3:PCE 
RFF+AAO:220449381 

RFF+CU:1517304235 
TDT+20 
NAD+CZ+123456++MYCOMPANY AB+Box 2326 

+GEBORG++40315+SE 
CTA+IC+:339950040 
COM+031-581600:TE 

COM+031-7581605:FX 
COM+info@MYCOMPANY.com:EM 
NAD+CN+++76061239+1349234655+1846097242++4265
1+SE 

CTA+IC+:150778891 
COM+012-3456789:TE 
COM+012-9876543:FX 

COM+test@test.com:EM 
COM+07353289222:ZMS 
GID+1+1:CT 

FTX+AAA+++Electronics 
FTX+PAC+++9 
MEA+WT++KGM:5.000 

MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.300 
PCI+18+373925550000420599 
GID+2+2:CT 

FTX+AAA+++Electronics 
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FTX+PAC+++9’ 

MEA+WT++KGM:2.000’ 
MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.200’ 
PCI+18+373925550000420605:373925550000420612’ 

EQD+EFP’ 
EQN+1’ 
UNT+39+1’ 

UNZ+1+1006150100000’ 

FTX+PAC+++9 

MEA+WT++KGM:2.000 
MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.200 
PCI+18+373925550000420605:373925550000420612 

EQD+EFP 
EQN+1 
UNT+39+1 

UNZ+1+1006150100000 

 
3) EAI Broker receives the tokenized EDIFACT message and transform it to comma separated file 

(CSV) format using the system integration and data mapping transformation component defined.  
We can observe that the received message (EDIFACT) and sent message (CSV format) to/from 
the EAI broker consisting of tokenized elements as shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39. Figure 40 
shows the EAI message store, where the EDIFACT messages within the file system with tokenized 
values once the message is processed through the EAI broker. As pointed out previously, the file 
system is used as permanent storage for the messages transferred through the EAI software. 

 

 
Figure 38 - Tokenized EDIFACT Message Received to EAI Broker 
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Figure 39 - Output CSV Message Sent from EAI Broker 

 

 
Figure 40 - Message Storage in the File System 

 
 

Input EDIFACT Output CSV(Comma Separated Format) 

UNA:+.? ' 
UNB+UNOC:3+PartnerA+PartnerB+10
0615:0100+1006150100000++MYCOMP
ANY' 
UNH+1+IFTMIN:S:93A:UN' 
BGM+340+0000001339+9' 
DTM+137:20100615:102' 
TSR+PCO' 
FTX+DIN+++Delivery information' 
CNT+7:7.000:KGM' 
CNT+26:0.500:MTQ' 
CNT+ZLM:0.40:MTR' 
CNT+Z12:3:PCE' 
CNT+11:3:PCE' 
RFF+AAO:220449381' 
RFF+CU:1517304235' 
TDT+20' 
NAD+CZ+123456++MYCOMPANY AB+Box 
2326 +GEBORG++40315+SE' 
CTA+IC+:339950040' 
COM+031-581600:TE' 
COM+031-7581605:FX' 
COM+info@MYCOMPANY.com:EM' 

0000001339||20100615||339950040|Box 
2326 ||40315|GEBORG|031-581600|031-
581600||150778891|1349234655||42651|1
846097242|012-3456789|||\n 
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NAD+CN+++76061239+1349234655+18
46097242++42651+SE' 
CTA+IC+:150778891' 
COM+012-3456789:TE' 
COM+012-9876543:FX' 
COM+test@test.com:EM' 
COM+07353289222:ZMS' 
GID+1+1:CT' 
FTX+AAA+++Electronics' 
FTX+PAC+++9' 
MEA+WT++KGM:5.000' 
MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.300' 
PCI+18+373925550000420599' 
GID+2+2:CT' 
FTX+AAA+++Electronics' 
FTX+PAC+++9' 
MEA+WT++KGM:2.000' 
MEA+VOL++MTQ:0.200' 
PCI+18+373925550000420605:37392
5550000420612' 
EQD+EFP' 
EQN+1' 
UNT+39+1' 

UNZ+1+1006150100000' 

Table 10 - Input & Output from the EAI Mapping Program 

4) Receiver can de-tokenize the tokens by calling the safety locker application using the de-
tokenization REST API. Receiver is either able to use the CSV de-tokenization API or single PII 
de-tokenization API to extract the tokenized PII value. For the illustration single element de-
tokenization API is used below to show the detokenized token value. 

 
Input to API service Output from the API Service 

curl -X GET "http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/de-
tokenize?SenderId=Receiver_1&token=150778891" -H 

"accept: application/json" 

{ 
 "id": 18, 

 "response": "Björn Svensson" 
} 

 
5) Sender checks the access logs of the tokenized elements by accessing the access log API. 

Depending on access rights granted when token is created. Both sender and receiver is able to 
visualize the audit log information. 

  
Input to API Service Output from the API Service 

curl -X GET 
"http://safetylocker.eu:8080/tokenizer/audit/logs?SenderId=D

ata_Owner_1&token=”150778891" -H "accept: 
application/json" 

{ 
 "id": 19, 

 "Response": [ 
 { 
"acccesTime": "04/05/2019 12:36:31", 

"clientId": "SenderId_1", 
"action": "Client has created the token entry." 
 }, 

 { 
"acccesTime": "04/05/2019 12:36:45", 
"clientId": " Receiver_1", 

"action": "Client has detokenized the token." 
 }, 
 { 

"acccesTime": "04/05/2019 12:39:55", 
"clientId": "Data_Owner_1", 
"action": "Client has accessed the log entry/entries" 

 } 
 ] 
} 
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4.9.6 Flexibility in the Design 
The artefacts developed consisting of two major components. The ediTokenizer component which is 
responsible for handling PII tokenization and data storage. The ediTokenzer Rest component to handle 
HTTP REST based interface to client. The “ediTokezer” component is developed as a standalone 
component without having tight coupling with “ediTokenzer Rest” component. Such that it can be used as 
an embedded component in an EAI broker. The usage of standalone mode is visualized in Figure 41. The 
“ediTokenizer Rest” component can be run as an external component, such that a desired client can access 
the services remotely and can be visualized as depicted in Figure 42. 
 
The flexibility of the deign can be visualized as 
 

 
Figure 41 - Safety Locker in Standalone Application Mode 

 
 

 
Figure 42 - Safety Locker in Remote Application Mode 

4.9.7 Performance Benchmark 

Evaluation of performance of developed artefacts provides understanding of the capabilities in the solution 
design. The performance figures are relevant for analysis before application of a designed solution in an 
EAI infrastructure. The figures provide baseline parameters to pre-evaluate, if the solution can handle the 
expected volume in a target environment. For example, a business transaction flow may have certain 
business agreements to deliver an electronic message within an agreed time-period. Addition of additional 
computation time to an existing flow may effect service level agreement with business. Thus, one must 
ensure business requirements are met when altering an existing system integration flow. In addition, a 
business flow may process high volumes, which may not fit in to application design. In such cases, the most 
appropriate way is to look at performance of a design to understand its capabilities prior applying it in a 
target environment. It is believed that the performance results are more appropriate to have it distributed 
with novel design components. Hence, a performance evaluation is done for selected functions implemented 
in safety locker design and available for reference in the Appendix 8.4.  

Sender 
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Chapter 5 

 Discussion 

5.1 Discussion of Results 

 
Objectives of this research were to propose, design and implement a proof of concept to address privacy of 
PII transferred through the EAI brokers. During the cause of actions in the research, external tokenization 
application was proposed as an appropriate solution to solve the research problem by utilizing tokenization 
technique. Final expectations were to implement a proof of concept using identified techniques and apply it 
on an EAI to prove the solution is able to address the problem. Hence, the appropriateness of tokenization 
in solving this problem discussed in comparison to other methods. Then a discussion around why previous 
research efforts in this area were not successful. Finally, the outcome of the research and results discussed 
along with the research questions and objectives set forth when the research initiated. 

 
During the research, tokenization identified as a solution for addressing the problem. One might argue that 
the other methodologies such as anonymization, psedonymization and data masking techniques are more 
appropriate. Neumann et al. [68] describe it as “Data anonymization is the process of removing directly 
identifying information from data”. Psedonymization identified by Demir et al. [70] as a way to hide real 
identify of an individual and discusses the use of cryptographic hash functions with irreversible (one-way) 
options. These techniques other than tokenization are also seen appropriate, however downside is that, 
when considering the system integrations and data flow between several systems and partners. The ability 
to use such techniques becomes challenging, as when intermediate parties, systems, end partners require 
a way to extract the information whenever needed to accomplish business needs. It requires some kind of 
identification linked to the anonymized, psedonymized data fields in electronic messages. Whichever 
technique used, it is a requirement to have a backtracking of the information. The most appropriate way to 
achieve this requirement is by having a unique identification, which can be embedded and represent within 
a data element in an EDI message and having ability to extract the data whenever needed. In addition, 
limitation in elements in electronic messages has to be considered, the application of any technique must 
be able to adapt to support different length limits in electronic message data elements, and if not the 
possibility for the message transformation failures in data mapping tools are obvious. In a typical message 
transformation tool, the electronic messages are checked against a given standards for message structure 
and allowed limits. The selection of the method should be able to generate a value, which can fit into such 
limits defined by electronic message standards such as EDIFACT. Thus It can be arguably chosen the 
tokenization is the best fit for addressing this problem in EAI with related to industry messages standard 
such as EDIFACT.  
 
It is also arguable that external tokenization design introduces another attack vector and possibly leads to 
further consideration of security related to PII. In this proposed solution design, the tokens generated from 
the application is harder to guess and impossible to de-tokenized unless attacker has gained access to the 
application sever which runs the system or able to use the REST API. In order for the solution design to be 
effective in terms of security robustness, the PII stored in the data storage is encrypted. In the current proof 
of concept the data storage mechanism based on apache ignite enabled with encryption mechanism using 
AES with 256-bit key length. In addition if required it’s possible to implement an encryption mechanism for 
the PII elements before even stored in cache Thus, the current proposal design is able to address the 
concern effectively using either of the methods by involving stronger encryption algorithms to encrypt the 
data element stored. The most probable attack is left with leaving the REST API interface authentication 
being compromised. This problem can be solved by application of strong authentication and authorization 
mechanism for the clients accessing the REST API by using industry standard API management platforms 
typically available in the market. 
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Finally, considering the previous research efforts pointed out in 2.7, Ølnes [79] proposed a method to use 
encryption as a way to enhance the security of the EDIFACT messages. Cobb [84] proposed enhancing the 
current standard by adding security functional groups to EDIFACT standard. The proposed mechanisms 
are applicable to EAI. However, there are shortcomings of the proposals compared to what has been 
proposed during this research effort. As of today, application of encryption mechanisms is more appropriate 
for other EDI messages such as XML. Where it has been defined, accepted and utilized widely by industries 
and industry groups. Enhancing the existing standards for XML has been widely supported by industry 
compared to EDIFACT. It is seen that either due to complexity of the EDIFACT structure or 
inappropriateness of extending the standard may have led such effort to be de-prioritized. Nevertheless, 
from industry it is seen the EDIFACT is a dying standard compared to XML and other formats. However, as 
of today, EDIFACT still plays a dominant role in the industry where EAI are still being used and even adapted 
by new business models. Moreover, the appropriateness of a solution proposal is widely accepted when 
proposed solution can be used in an existing legacy EAI with minimal changes, such that organizations can 
adapt the solution effortlessly without impacting the business, functionality and less cost of implementation. 
In that sense, the appropriateness of tokenization mechanism fits and fulfils the requirements by industry 
compared to other solution proposals. Thus, safety locker design fits in solving the problem description in 
appropriate way in legacy enterprise application integration platforms compared to other solution proposals 
by previous researchers. 

5.1.1 Discussion of Research Questions 
Three research questions were identified when the research activity initiated during the second phase of 
DSRM process. Here the research questions are discussed against the solution proposal and artefacts 
developed. 
 

Research Question 1 What are the challenges in legacy EAI message broker technologies to 
protect personal data transferred through EDIFACT messages? 
 

How the Solution 
Address the 
Research Question 

The main challenges brought up were electronic message transformation, 
message storage with related to GDPR regulations.  
 
Message Transformation: Addressing privacy of PII during message 
transformation components requires customized logic implementation and 
costly development overhead, when organizations use existing system 
integrations implemented on top of legacy EAI. The application of techniques 
to adhere to GDPR regulations requires changes to existing message 
transformation components, where the PII must be either removed, masked or 
anonymized. It requires considerable effort and cost for organization. 
Therefore, by applying the proposed solution eliminates changes needed to 
handle PII within message transformation components and use the existing 
system integration without further changes.  
 
Message/Payload Storage: The electronic messages processed through EAI 
stored in the file system as highlighted in 1.3.3. In order to apply required 
security, organizations need to consider either removing the data related to 
messages where PII elements exists or remove the PII elements from the file 
storage once the messages are processed. In addition, specific tasks are 
required by organization to maintain the EAI software in terms of adhering to 
security requirements. For example, application of retention time for logs, data 
base backups and filesystem must be considered in order to adhere to GDPR 
regulations. Application of the proposed solution eliminates the need of 
application of encryption to file system or implementation of cleaning 
mechanism to remove the PII in stored messages. 
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GDPR Regulation: According to Muchagata and Ferreira [39] several 
concerns were brought up initially. The solution design addresses these 
concerns as described below. 
 
Justification for Data Collection – Organizations are obliged to provide 
justification for collecting data consisting of PII. When third parties handling 
electronic messages consisting of PII, the process around how the justification 
needed deemed unclear. It becomes complex to manage, especially when 
third parties are used and data controller does not have the control over the 
end-to-end data flow. The proposed solution design benefits the organization 
to lessen the burden around such processes. It may even not require a 
justification at all based on the context/business use case related to the 
business transactions taken place in between organization applications or inter 
organization applications. 
 
How Long Data Will Be Retained – Data retention policy in EAI is limited as 
highlighted by evaluating one of system integration products. Depending on 
business needs for supporting business transaction flow within EAI, the 
solution proposed enables the organization to have a common data retention 
policy without having need to consider specific business transaction flows. This 
allows the organization using legacy EAI platforms to use the products without 
burden of re-considering the data retention policies.  
 
Who Can Be Contacted to Have Data Removed or Produced – In business use 
cases where this can be applicable, the need of end customer interventions to 
make such request can be handled effortlessly. The solution proposed allows 
removing the PII stored in centralized application, while keeping the token and 
the audit logs. Thus, it increases the flexibility and agility for organization to 
remove the data stored swiftly.  
 
 
Challenges in safeguarding PII :  
 
Several different challenges were brought up and discussed when the problem 
evaluated initially. The challenges are now discussed against the outcome of 
the research. 
 
1. Information about the processing of your personal data – The proposal 
eliminates processing of the actual data within the systems of third party 
organization used to accomplish business transactions. The need of 
understanding how electronic messages are handled by third parties within the 
their internal systems is no longer required to be understood if the centralized 
solution design is maintained and controlled by data controller. 
 
2. Obtain access to the personal data held about you – The proposed design 
enables the sender of the EDIFACT message to tokenize specific elements 
consisting of PII. The granularity of specifying the elements to be tokenized is 
designed to have better flexibility in achieving this requirement. Such that the 
organization processing electronic messages are not storing any personal data 
related to natural persons. Hence the solution allows the organization to take 
the complete burden away from tracking how personal data are stored and 
kept within the systems. 
 
3. Ask for incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete personal data to be corrected – 
The solution design eliminates the need of addressing this from EAI, since the 
relevant PII are not stored within the EAI. In contrast, the solution owner is able 
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to extend the solution to alter the personal data stored in the data store if 
required in order to accomplish any additional business requirements. Thus it 
allows organizations to address this requirement easily through this proposal. 
 
4. Request that personal data be erased when it’s no longer needed or if 
processing it is unlawful – The solution design allows the personal data to be 
removed from the central data storage effortlessly, without need to take 
appropriate actions on multiple systems/applications in between the system 
integration flows thorough EAI. In addition the interfaces defined is able to 
delete only the relevant PII and leave the audit log information for future 
reference. 
 
5. Request the restriction of the processing of your personal data in specific 
cases – The design can be extended to restrict the processing of personal data 
by disabling/removing the access to the stored tokenized data. For example, 
In the current POC the sender is able to specify the receivers intends to use 
the tokens and allow only for the designated receivers to de-tokenize a given 
token. Further the design can be extended even to provide access to the data 
subject, data controller to control the access by allowing modification to the 
designated receiver list by adding/removing the defined receivers. 
 

 
Research Question 2 How the personal data in EDIFACT messages can be protected with 

related to GDPR regulations? 

How the Solution 
Address the 
Research Question 

Security is applied can be visualized from several levels in the solution 
proposal. 
 
1. The design is able to protect the PII stored within the data by application of 
encryption mechanism inbuilt to the current data storage (apache ignite). Such 
that data stored within the solution is encrypted itself. In addition, the design 
can be enhanced by introducing custom encryption mechanism based on client 
attributes.  
 
2. The access to the token is protected by a client authentication mechanism, 
such that only authorized client is able to access the rest APIs exposed.  
 
3. The tokenization requester (sender) is able to specify the receivers of the 
tokenized information, which is stored together with the PII. Meaning that 
authenticated receiver does not have access to the entire token storage, 
unless the sender has specified the access to the client who is requesting de-
tokenization of a token. 
 
4. The design provides interfaces to remove the token entry (PII) and leave the 
access/audit log information. This feature provides information needed to 
provide evidence of access when it is needed for investigating security related 
issues or breaches. 
 
5. Though the functionality is not implemented in proof of concept. Data 
cleansing mechanism can be implemented based on the token storage 
attribute definition “CacheEntryObject” by utilizing the defined attribute such as 
token validity time. Sender can set the token validity time when a tokenization 
is requested. Thus, the solution can be enhanced to remove the data from the 
storage as requested by receiver. This mechanism enable to protect the PII, 
even having tokenized EDIFACT message, any adversary is not able to extract 
PII once the PII is removed from token storage. 
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Research Question 3 Design and implement a prototype to address the problem. 

How the Solution 
Address the 
Research Question 

The proposed solution “Safety Locker” is a centralized application accessible 
by clients remotely over HTTP protocol. It consists of REST API interfaces to 
enable clients to consume tokenization, de-tokenization, audit log request, 
token deletion functions implemented. The proof of concept is developed as 
two major components as described in 4.6. The source code of implementation 
made available in GitHub as described in 4.7. 

 

5.2 Reflections 

Design science research identified as the most appropriate methodology for execution of artefact design 
and development. The methodological approach helped in organizing and identifying the required 
functionalities for the solution by utilizing iterative design approach. As an example the significance of 
involving iterative design was identified during the result discussion phase. The use cases 3.3.4.1.1.6 & 
3.3.4.1.1.7 were not initially identified as required, but they were added during later iterations of 
development. The other major advantage is the DSRM helps to structure the work, such that I was able to 
work on specific tasks while enriching the final report from beginning to end. The methodological approach 
helped me to effortlessly go back & forth in between the report and artefacts while evaluating the status 
whenever necessary.  
 
Cleven et al. [89] Defines two fundamentals requirements “relevance and rigor” to be fulfilled when a design 
research is carried out. As “Relevance is achieved when the artefact actually addresses a real business 
need. Rigor, in contrast, is assured by appropriately applying the existing body of knowledge”. During this 
research, the first focus was given to solve the identified problem in the EAI platforms. When organizations 
utilize legacy EAI, the protection of PII to adhere to regulatory requirements is a must for companies. The 
solution design proposed is to solve the identified business problem and relevancy of the solution matches 
with the one of two fundamental requirements identified by Cleven. The second requirement was fulfilled by 
application of existing knowledge by involving known techniques, existing technologies, and previous 
research efforts to propose and build up a design to solve the fundamental problem. 
 
At last, it was identified that the development of artefacts requires broad range of skills in many areas. In 
order for such effort to be more fruitful, a team of people is required having specific expertise within each 
area with adequate period for learning and exploring technologies. The outcome of this effort would have 
been better in terms what has been able to accomplished so far running this research individually. It is 
recommend involving a team of experts with specific areas to be more productive and fruitful when such a 
research is executed 

5.3 Limitations 
Number of limitations identified in the design in terms of required functionalities and gaps which hindering 
the POC implementation to use as a production ready application. The identified areas are discussed under 
this section. 

5.3.1 Token Generation Mechanism 

In the proof of concept implementation, the token generation is done using two methods. The first method 
by utilizing the message digest library in java programming language. It can generate a unique key for given 
unique string based on hash algorithm MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256 or SHA-512. The second method is using 
Adler32 to create a checksum value of a unique string as described in 4.6.2.2. The major challenges were 
to select an appropriate way to generate a unique identifiable key to accommodate different element length 
supported by EDIFACT messages elements as described in 2.4.1.1. Moreover, in order to preserve 
uniqueness of the token generated Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) utilized as a prefix with the 
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tokenization value. In addition, the length of the token supported by EDIFACT message element considered 
in selecting a hash algorithm. Table 11 summarizes the current logic implemented in the proof of concept. 

 
Condition(token length 

supported by element=x) 
Method Use to generate key 

0 <= x< 16 Token with unique ID is created from java based UUID. This is not may 
be not used by client by due length restrictions and may be enhanced in 
future. 

16 <= x< 32 Use Adler32 algorithm is used to create string based key. 

32 <= x < 39 Use MD-5 hash algorithm to create string based key. 

39 <= x < 64 Use SHA-1 hash algorithm to create string based key. 

64 <= x < 128 Use SHA-256 hash algorithm to create string based key. 

128 <= x  Use SHA-512 hash algorithm to create string based key. 
Table 11 - Condition for Selecting Key Generation Method 

The current token generation methodology is not optimal for supporting all client requirements when the 
length supported by client becomes less than sixteen characters. For example, In case of EDIFACT 
element, which cannot handle more than 16 characters as a minimum, is not able to use the tokenization 
feature. This is mainly due to not being able to identify a mechanism to support the lengths while keeping 
uniqueness. This limitation left for future enhancements, as the research addressed in this case is only 
concerned in proving a tokenization as a preferred methodology to address the problem description. 

5.3.2 Secure Communication towards REST API 
The implementation of REST API endpoints are not secured with HTTP(S) and made it available over plain 
HTTP protocol. This is due to the fact that the public internet facing end points requires a valid certificate 
that can be assigned to a recognize domain. Thus a decision was made to run the interfaces over HTTP 
due to fact that not being able to host the services for free in a public domain for a longer time and not 
having a registered organization to host the valid certificates for the current registered domain 
www.safetylocker.eu. If requirement is seen, the enabling of the HTTPS interface can be accomplished by 
enabling the configuration needed in the ediTokenizerRest module or generating a WAR application instead 
of current JAR to run on a valid hosted domain environment. 

5.3.3 Client Authentication Mechanism 
In the current proof of concept, the client authentication mechanism was not incorporated due to time 
constraints and the considerable effort required. In an ideal implementation, the REST API exposed for 
tokenization must be protected with a client authentication mechanism and the client ID is expected to be 
used as sender ID of API requests. Such that the authenticated clients are only able to access the API 
services. The authentication mechanism must be placed before calling the API implementation by possibly 
using a mechanism in front of the API service layer. This can be typically accomplished by utilizing an 
existing API management solution such as IBM API Management, Axway API Management or Tyk API 
Management, which typically provides API virtualization capability while enforcing preferred authentication 

mechanism to authenticate the clients. Figure 43 shows the placement of such API management solution 
in front of safety locker REST API implementation, such that clients can be authorized used external 
authentication server.  
 

http://www.safetylocker.eu/
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Figure 43 - Design Proposal with API Management Solution 

5.4 Future Work 

This research expected to open up research gaps in the area of enterprise application systems integration. 
Firstly, potential research work highlighted considering the domain area of EAI platforms. Secondly, possible 
research contributions are highlighted to enhance the current design proposal and proof of concept 
implementation.  

5.4.1 Enterprise Application Integration 
Enterprise application integration and its surrounding technologies cover a wide variety of system integration 
patterns. The system integrations are nowadays not limited to internal organization applications, but also 
towards outside the organizations in between business partners. The technologies, tools and 
communication protocols are utilized to support none secure business transactions to highly sensitive 
business transactions. The wide variety of electronic message types and secure communication protocols 
are utilized by organizations depending on security requirements. Electronic message types such as 
EDIFACT, TRADACOMS, X12, AAR, CCD, CCR, EANCOM, EDIG@S, EDIG@S XML, FIXML, HL7, 
NACHA, ODETTE, TDCC, UCS, VDA, VICS, XBRL, X9 are used based on business purpose. Transport 
communication protocols such as EDIINT AS1, AS2, AS3, AS4, OFTP, RosettaNet RNIF, ebMS, HL7 MLLP, 
Web Services, X.435, HTTP, PeSIT, FTP, SFTP, JMS, PGP (FTP, SFTP, e-mail) are used to communicate 
the electronic message transfers from one partner to another. Though the complexity of system integrations 
is enormous, limited numbers of research efforts were identified in the areas of enterprise application 
integration during the literature review. It is believed this effort be one of the researches that open up new 
pathways for fellow researchers to expand the work beyond what has been done so far in the area of EAI. 
Listed below are some of the areas where further research can be potentially identified and expanded. 
 

 What are the available algorithms and mathematics models fits into tokenization techniques, which 
can be applied in similar capacity, while preserving uniqueness and required level of security, when 
electronic message transfers are used to communicate sensitive data with elements lengths are 
much smaller?  
In this research the generation of token is not the primary problem to solve, thus the technique used 
in the proof of concept is to demonstrate the ability of using the known hash algorithms to generate 
unique tokens. Thus, the further research in this area may lead to novel proposal and 
implementations of alternatives to support in solving similar problems using tokenization. 
Specifically when there is a length restriction from EDI messages to hold a token replacing the PII 
elements.  

Sender Receiver EAI 

Safety 

Lcoker 

API 

Management 

Tool 

Authentication 

Server 
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 Can data-anonymization, data masking techniques applied in an EAI to anonymize the data stored 
within its systems and surrounding users. Can such techniques enhance the usability of the legacy 
EAI brokers as well as new type of EAI software in order to comply with security requirements? 
During this research, tokenization identified as the best fit to solve the problem. However, the other 
techniques as mentioned may able to solve the problem description in similar situations. Extending 
the research to explore the other techniques would yield better results for researchers and 
practitioners in future. 
 

 How to enhance the data mapping tools to handle sensitive data elements fields, where personal 
identifiable information(PII) are mapped, such that the data privacy can be preserved when the data 
mapping components are run in EAI environments ? 
Research effort may be carried out to design and apply a methodology, when PII data elements are 
mapped in data-mapping programs when handling electronic form of messages. Such that PII is 
removed, masked, anonymized using an appropriate technique while providing a mechanism to the 
receiver to gain the original PII transferred from sender.  
 

 Why the variety of electronic message types and communication protocols still used even today, 
though they are identified as outdated?  
Such a topic will enable the academia and industry to understand the difficulties faced by 
organizations to adapt and manage such technology platforms and new ways to replace the 
outdated technologies or enhance them to fit into future. 
 

 What are the future trends of EAI and why it is difficult to get rid of legacy EAI to adapt new 
technologies in an organization?  
EAI products are evolved over a long period and the complexity of architectural implementations 
are not easily changeable, implementation time of system integrations are very costly, time 
consuming and require special skilled people who are aware of the specific technologies. Hence, 
the organizations are reluctant to change it once implemented. Thus, it makes harder for a vendor 
to change the products and customers to keep up with the changes and versions of the product 
releases. Further research on these areas may lead to finding new ways of solving the business 
problems without using EAI or provide a better roadmap for the future for the vendors to align the 
products to support both legacy application and future needs effectively. 
 

 EAI platforms are mostly single enterprise application product consisting of many different 
functionalities bound together. Is it difficult to modularize EAI functionalities and make available as 
simplified components to be utilized by companies rather investing larger amount on a one single 
product?  
EAI platforms include wide variety of communication protocols support, support for various different 
electronic message standards and variety of data mapping capabilities. Modularising these products 
for customers to choose what is required accomplishing the business needs would possibly cut 
down the investment cost on such platforms by organizations. Moreover, from vendor point of view, 
the possibility to enhance the products while maintaining the product versions and expanding the 
product to other market segments would be easier with modularization. Hence expanding the 
research to explore these areas seen beneficial for both academia and industry. 
 

 Can cloud based EAI platform are easily operable than the in-house maintained EAI platforms. 
What values organization can gain by running EAI in terms of data privacy concerns over the 
electronic message transfers? 
In recent years, EAI venders and the market segments are driving towards using cloud based B2Bi 
platforms. A research to identify the change of paradigm vs increase the privacy of the personal 
information flowing though the systems could be seen an interesting for industry and practitioners. 
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5.4.2 Safety Locker Proposal Design 

5.4.2.1 Improvement of EDIFACT Message Tokenization 

In this proof of concept, the EDIFACT message is read and tokenized using string manipulation methods. 
Series of iterative loops used to iterate through individual EDIFACT segments, elements in a given message 
within the tokenization implementation. This approach may not be an optimal in terms of performance and 
error handling in the current implementation. It has been highlighted thorough the performance test figures 
during the analysis phase, which showed the degradation of the performance in the application when 
complete EDIFACT messages vs individual element tokenization. Therefore, it would be more appropriate 
to have a more structured way of processing EDIFACT document. Thus, existing method can be enhanced 
to read/write EDIFACT segments and elements in a better way while improving the performance and clarity 
of the code. 

5.4.2.2 Support for other EDI Messages 

In this proof of concept, EDIFACT is the primary message type considered during the problems identification 
and solution implementation. However, additional effort dedicated to introduce comma separated (CSV) file 
handling to demonstrate the capabilities in the solution design. However, it is known that, the EAI brokers 
support wide variety of electronic form of message types such as fixed length, XML and JSON. If the design 
to be applied for general use case implementations in an EAI. The design must ideally consisting of 
capabilities to support other electronic message types as such. Thus, it opens up broad dimensions of 
possibilities for fellow researchers to enhance this design towards other EDI message types in this design 
framework. 

5.4.2.3 Token Generation Mechanism 

Limitations exist in the token generation mechanism described in 5.3.1.The current design is not usable 
where the EDIFACT message elements less than 16 characters. The current method can be enhanced by 
introducing improved mathematical based algorithms while preserving uniqueness to support smaller length 
of tokens. 

5.4.2.4 Improvements/Contribution to Current Source Code 

The effort for developing proof of concept was driven with intensive self-learning curve with the technology 
used. Due to this reason, the code base cannot be regarded as production ready. It is recommend, 
refactoring of the code or improve where it necessary as future work. In addition, the application of code 
logics written was to demonstrate the ability of the intended design, which may possibly have been lead to 
leave with poor coding, error handling practices, bugs and vulnerabilities, which can be possibly improved 
by further research effort on this.   
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Chapter 6 

 Conclusion 
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate and propose a design to be used in legacy enterprise 
application integration environment to address the data privacy issues, when handling PII in electronic 
message transfers. The research initiated by identifying a typical problem faced by organizations in 
protecting the personal identifiable information. The problem has been thoroughly evaluated against 
previous research efforts. Then a solution design is proposed based on existing knowledge and 
implemented as a proof of concept to demonstrate the ability of the solution design. Finally, the proof of 
concept has been evaluated and proved that it can be applied in appropriate EAI environment where the 
need is identified. 
 
The proposal design can be applied to protect sensitive information in similar scenarios by extending the 
support to other form of electronic messages types (XML, JSON, HL7 .etc.). In addition, by utilizing single 
PII tokenization interface, the solution can be easily expanded to be used with mobile or web based 
applications, which are mostly built on top of REST API interfaces. In that case, PII can be protected from 
data origin instead of protecting the information within a sub section of a complex integration flow. Thus 
allowing the end users to control their own data towards any external systems. Another potential application 
of this solution to use it to safeguard and protect electronic form of documents such as scanned documents, 
images. For example, instead of sending a sensitive documentation over the system integrations, the 
document can be embedded into the safety locker solution and generate a token to be sent towards the 
target recipients. In that way, the data owner need not be afraid of tampering the documents during the 
transit and have the direct control over the documents in terms of providing access to only designated 
recipients. The design is able to enhance to support various types of use cases as such, and the design 
believed to be a useful application for organizations struggling to protect PII within the information systems. 
 
The research effort hopefully leads to new areas of exploration by fellow researchers and practitioners, 
which were highlighted in previous chapter. In conclusion, the outcome and artefact developed through this 
is believed to be beneficial for the industry. In addition, it is believed that, this will be a strong basement for 
planning and executing future research efforts on enterprise application integration platforms. 
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 Appendix 

8.1 Flow Diagrams of the Solution Design 

8.1.1 Flow diagram – Tokenization of EDIFACT Message 
 
The following flow diagram shows the tokenization of EDIFACT message.  

 
Figure 44 - Tokenization of EDIFACT Message Flow Diagram 
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8.1.2 Flow diagram – De-Tokenization of EDIFACT Message 
 
The following flow diagram shows de-tokenization of EDIFACT message.  

 

 

Figure 45 - De -Tokenization of EDIFACT Message Flow Diagram 
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8.1.3 Flow diagram – Tokenization of a Single PII Element 
 
The following flow diagram shows the tokenization of a single PII. 
 

 
Figure 46 - Tokenization of a Single PII Element Flow Diagram 
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8.1.4 Flow diagram – De-Tokenization of a Single Token 
 
The following flow diagram shows the detokenization of a single token. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 47 - De-Tokenization of Single Token Flow Diagram 
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8.1.5 Flow diagram – Access Logs Request 
 
The following flow diagram shows the intended flow of the solution when a client requests access logs of 
the token stored by a client. 
 

 

 
Figure 48 - Access Logs Request Flow Diagram 
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8.1.6 Flow diagram – Remove Token Entry 
 
The following flow diagram shows the flow when client requests to remove the PII and leave the token 
information from the data storage. 
 

 
Figure 49 - Remove Token Entry Flow Diagram 
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8.1.7 Flow diagram – Delete Token 
 
The following flow diagram shows the deletion of existing token and related PII from the data store. 
 

 
Figure 50 - Delete Token Flow Diagram 
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8.2 Code Snippets & Quality 

8.2.1 Algorithm Selection for Token Creation 

 
public String tokenize(String input,int minTokenLenght) { 

 String token=""; 

 input= UUID.randomUUID().toString() + input; 

 try { 

if(minTokenLenght >= 128) { 

 md = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA-512"); 

} 

else if(minTokenLenght >= 64) { 

 md = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA-256"); 

} 

else if(minTokenLenght >= 39) { 

 md = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA-1"); 

} 

else if(minTokenLenght >= 32){ 

 md = MessageDigest.getInstance("MD5"); 

 

}else if(minTokenLenght >= 16){ 

 byte bytes[] = input.getBytes(); 

 checksum = new Adler32(); 

 checksum.update(bytes,0,bytes.length); 

 long lngChecksum = checksum.getValue(); 

 return Long.toString(lngChecksum); 

 

}else{ 

 return UUID.randomUUID().toString(); 

} 

 } catch (NoSuchAlgorithmException e) { 

e.printStackTrace(); 

 } 

 byte[] messageDigest = md.digest(input.getBytes()); 

 BigInteger no = new BigInteger(1, messageDigest); 

 token = no.toString(16); 

 while (token.length() < 32) { 

token = "0" + token; 

 } 

 

 return token; 

} 
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8.2.2 Cache Entry Object Class 

 
public class CacheEntryObject implements Serializable { 

 String senderId; 

 ArrayList<String> receiverIds; 

 ArrayList<AccessEntry> accessEntries; 

 JSONObject jsonObject; 

 

 public CacheEntryObject(){ 

tokenCretionTime = new Date(); 

accessEntries = new ArrayList(); 

 } 

 

 public CacheEntryObject(String senderId,ArrayList<receiverIds> 

receiverIds,JSONObject jsonObject){ 

tokenCretionTime = new Date(); 

accessEntries = new ArrayList(); 

this.senderId=senderId; 

this.jsonObject =jsonObject; 

 } 

 

 public Date tokenCretionTime; 

 public JSONObject getJsonObject() { 

return jsonObject; 

 } 

 public void setJsonObject(JSONObject jsonObject) { 

this.jsonObject = jsonObject; 

 } 

 public String getSenderIds() { 

return senderId; 

 } 

 public void setSenderId(String senderId){ 

this.senderId = senderId; 

 } 

 public String getSenderId(){ 

return senderId; 

 } 

 public ArrayList<String> getReceiverIds() { 

return receiverIds; 

 } 

 public void setReceiverIds(ArrayList<String> receiverIds) { 

this.receiverIds = receiverIds; 

 } 

 public ArrayList<AccessEntry> getAccessLogs(){ 

return accessEntries; 

 } 

} 

8.2.3 Apache Ignite Cache Initiation 

 
public DataStore(){ 

//Init application property file 

initPropertyFile(); 

//initialize the ignite cache and start instance 

if(Ignition.state() == IgniteState.STOPPED) { 
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CacheConfiguration cfg = new CacheConfiguration("encrypted-cache"); 

cfg.setName(Constants.IGNITE_DEFAULT_CACHE_NAME); 

cfg.setAtomicityMode(TRANSACTIONAL); 

cfg.setEncryptionEnabled(true); 

cfg.setCacheMode(CacheMode.LOCAL); 

 

//get ignite initial configuration 

IgniteConfiguration igniteConfiguration = new IgniteConfiguration(); 

//Set ignite data storage locations 

DataStorageConfiguration dataStorageConfiguration = new 

DataStorageConfiguration(); 

dataStorageConfiguration.getDefaultDataRegionConfiguration().setPersistenceEna

bled(true); 

dataStorageConfiguration.setStoragePath(System.getProperty("user.dir") 

+ System.getProperty("file.separator") + "ignite" 

+ System.getProperty("file.separator") + "storage" 

+ System.getProperty("file.separator")); 

dataStorageConfiguration.setWalPath(System.getProperty("user.dir") + 

System.getProperty("file.separator") + "ignite" 

+ System.getProperty("file.separator") + "walpath" 

+ System.getProperty("file.separator")); 

dataStorageConfiguration.setWalArchivePath(System.getProperty("user.dir") 

+ System.getProperty("file.separator") + "ignite" 

+ System.getProperty("file.separator") + "walarchivepath"  

   + System.getProperty("file.separator")); 

dataStorageConfiguration.setWalMode(WALMode.BACKGROUND); 

 

//Set encryption settings for the cache. 

KeystoreEncryptionSpi encSpi = new KeystoreEncryptionSpi(); 

encSpi.setKeyStorePath(System.getProperty("user.dir") + 

System.getProperty("file.separator") + "ignite_keystore.jks"); 

encSpi.setKeyStorePassword(appProps.getProperty("keystore.password").toCharArr

ay()); 

//encSpi.setKeySize(256); 

encSpi.setMasterKeyName("ignite.master.key"); 

igniteConfiguration.setEncryptionSpi(encSpi); 

 

igniteConfiguration.setDataStorageConfiguration(dataStorageConfiguration); 

igniteConfiguration.setCacheConfiguration(cfg); 

ignite = Ignition.start(igniteConfiguration); 

ignite.active(true); 

} 

 

objectCacheStr = ignite.getOrCreateCache(Constants.CACHE_ENTRY_OBJECT_NAME); 

} 

 

8.2.4 Access Entry Class 

 
public class AccessEntry{ 

 private String acccesTime; 

 private String clientId; 

 private SimpleDateFormat simpleDateFormat; 

 

 public AccessEntry(Date accessTime,String clientId){ 
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this.clientId=clientId; 

simpleDateFormat = new SimpleDateFormat(Constants.DATE_FORMAT); 

this.acccesTime = simpleDateFormat.format(accessTime); 

 } 

 public String getAcccesTime() { 

return acccesTime; 

 } 

 

 public void setAcccesTime(Date accessTime) { 

this.acccesTime = simpleDateFormat.format(accessTime); 

 } 

 

 public String getClientId() { 

return clientId; 

 } 

 

 public void setClientId(String clientId) { 

this.clientId = clientId; 

 } 

 

 public String toString(){ 

return "Client Id : " + clientId + "," + "Access time : "+acccesTime; 

 } 

} 

8.2.5 Client Collaboration Class 
 

public class ClientColloboration { 

 CacheEntryObject cacheEntryObject; 

 

 public ClientColloboration(CacheEntryObject cacheEntryObject) { 

this.cacheEntryObject = cacheEntryObject; 

 } 

 

 public boolean isAllowed(String clientId,String operation){ 

for(String receiver:cacheEntryObject.getReceiverIds()){ 

 if(receiver.equalsIgnoreCase(clientId)){ 

return true; 

 } 

} 

return false; 

 } 

 

 public boolean isAllowed(String clientId){ 

if(cacheEntryObject.getSenderId().equalsIgnoreCase(clientId)) 

 return true;. 

for(String receiver:cacheEntryObject.getReceiverIds()){ 

 if(receiver.equalsIgnoreCase(clientId)){ 

return true; 

 } 

} 

 

return false; 

 } 

} 
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8.2.6 Tokenizer Application Class 
 

public class TokenizerApplication { 

public static EDIFACT edifact; 

public static CSV csv; 

public static SimpleTokenizer simpleTokenizer; 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

try { 

//Initialize EDIFACT tokenizer. 

edifact = new EDIFACT(); 

//Initialize CSV tokenizer. 

csv = new CSV(); 

//Initialize Simple tokenizer. 

simpleTokenizer = new SimpleTokenizer(); 

} catch (NoSuchAlgorithmException e) { 

e.printStackTrace(); 

} 

SpringApplication.run(TokenizerApplication.class, args); 

} 

} 

 

8.2.1 UUID Code Generation Example  

import java.util.UUID; 

public class UUIDTest { 

 public static void main(String[] args){ 

for(int i=0;i<=4;i++) 

 System.out.println(UUID.randomUUID().toString()); 

 } 

}   

Output:  

6ec04f22-9506-4cc6-8567-cd8b5cf302bd 

73c3db50-d51d-4ebb-ab6c-a0a991d8f348 

18766a64-5ade-4083-8283-d16a697619dc 

cc7baa51-44e3-47bb-b187-ab10412bc038 

dda53136-12b5-4cd6-8856-e3be61baf133 
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8.3 Guide to Run the Artefacts  

8.3.1 Compile or Download the Artefacts 

Runnable java application either can be created by compiling the source code or supported platform by 
cloning the current project from GitHub to a developer machine or downloading the latest build from maven 
repository. The maven repository is maintained individually and may not be permanently available as a 
resource in future. For example, current snapshot version can be downloaded in a Linux command line. 
 

[user@instance-1 ~]$ wget https://mymavenrepo.com/repo/COgMeZKcgMwsws1u2oAm/com/securitybox/-
<version>-SNAPSHOT/ediTokenizerRest-<version>.jar 

8.3.2 Confirm the Java Support & Security Libraries 

Java runtime environment must be available in with required security libraries. Following shows an example 
of java version used in the runtime environment where the current version is hosted. 
 
[user@instance-1 ~]$ java -version 
openjdk version "1.8.0_212" 
OpenJDK Runtime Environment (build 1.8.0_212-b04) 
OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM (build 25.212-b04, mixed mode) 
[user@instance-1 ~]$ 
 
The runtime environment must be updated with “Unlimited Strength Java(TM) Cryptography Extension 
Policy Files” to support the AES encryption with 256 keys, as the default java distribution is limited due to 
security concerns. For example, oracle provides the libraries, which must be placed in java runtime 
environment. https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jce8-download-2133166.html. 
For example, following command shows how to update the java runtime libraries in the runtime environment. 
  
cp US_export_policy.jar /usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-1.8.0.212.b04-0.el7_6.x86_64/jre/lib/security/ 
cp local_policy.jar /usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-1.8.0.212.b04-0.el7_6.x86_64/jre/lib/security/ 

8.3.3 Run the Safety Locker Application 

Application can be run directly from the command prompt as below and interfaces are available to access 
in the target environment over http url. 
 
nohup java -jar ediTokenizerRest-<version>.jar & 

 
Swagger UI: http://<hostname>:8080/swagger-ui.html# 
Swagger 2.0 API definition: http://<hostname>:8080/v2/api-docs 

  

https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jce8-download-2133166.html
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8.4 Performance Test Results  

8.4.1 Performance Test Results of API End points 

Two test cases performed to understand the performance of the designed artefacts. In this test scenario, 
five different tokenization requests are used which creates different lengths of token as per the logic 
described in 4.6.2.2. The first test case was executed using the single tokenization API request flow and the 
second test is executed using the EDIFACT tokenization REST API. 

8.4.1.1 Single PII Tokenization Request  

The performance test executed by defining individual thread group for each request type. The tread groups 
are executed consecutively one after another. A one-thread group is defined to execute 10000 requests 
using maximum of 100 client treads. The total number of requests processed by the application is 50000 
during the test. 

 
Thread Group # of Client Threads # Requests # Requests 

TG1-Single-Value-Tokenizer-Adler32 100 100 10000 
TG2-Single-Value-Tokenizer-MD5 100 100 10000 
TG3-Single-Value-Tokenizer-SHA-1 100 100 10000 
TG4-Single-Value-Tokenizer-SHA-
256 

100 100 10000 

TG5-Single-Value-Tokenizer-SHA-
512 

100 100 10000 

 
The first report shows the summary of total requests during the test case divided into each thread group. 

 

 
 
The graph below shows the elapsed time for one thread group executed before it starts the next thread 
group. The results indicate difference in time taken vs algorithm type used to generate the tokens. It is 
observed the most advanced hash algorithm has taken less time compared to weaker algorithms. This is 
assumed to be due to either algorithm implementation or the behaviour of the implementation library used 
in Java. Since the performance deviation is not directly related to the problem addressed by this research, 
it will is not be further discussed in this report. 
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The graph below shows the request/response bytes per second from the service. The Y-axis indicates the 
bytes sent/received against the elapsed time in X-axis. The difference observed in the bytes transfer 
between sent & received as when stronger the algorithm is used and the length of token is increased. Thus, 
the deviation is expected as shown in the graph. 
 

 
 
The below graph shows the number of estimated trasactions aginst the number of threads for each thread 
group. It is observed that regardless of the algorithm used to generate token, no considerable difference 
observed when it comes to number of trasactions executed against the API interface.  
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The graph below shows the number of successful transactions per second distributed over the all thread 
groups. The results indicate the application is able to handle in between 600-700 transactions per second 
regardless of the algorithm used and length of the token generated. 
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8.4.1.2 Performance Test Results for EDIFACT message 

This test is carried out against the EDIFACT message tokenization service by sending complete EDIFACT 
message. The thread groups are executed consecutively one after another. A one-thread group is defined 
to execute 100 requests using maximum of 10 client treads. The total number of requests processed by the 
application is 500 during the test. The same EDIFACT message is used for each request where client is 
requesting to tokenize six elements in each attempt. This leads to total number of tokenization operation in 
application to be 3000 during the test execution. 
 

Thread Group # of Client Threads # of Requests # Requests 

TG1-EDIFACT-Tokenizer-Adler32 10 10 100 
TG2-EDIFACT-Tokenizer-MD5 10 10 100 
TG3-EDIFACT-Tokenizer-SHA-1 10 10 100 
TG4-EDIFACT-Tokenizer-SHA-
256 

10 10 100 

TG5-EDIFACT-Tokenizer-SHA-
512 

10 10 100 

 

 
 
The graph below shows the elapsed time for one thread group executed before it starts the next thread 
group. The results indicate difference in time taken for algorithm type used to generate the tokens. It is 
observed the most advanced hash algorithm has taken less time compared to weaker algorithms. This is 
assumed to be due to either algorithm or the behaviour of the implementation library used in Java.  
 

 
 
The graph below shows the request/response bytes per second from the service. The Y-axis indicates the 
bytes sent/received against the X-axis as elapsed time. The difference is expected as when stronger the 
algorithm is used and the length of token is increased. Thus, the deviation is expected as shown in the 
graph. 
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The graph below shows the number of successful transactions per second distributed over the all thread 
groups. In comparison to the single element tokenization, the EDIFACT message tokenization performance 
is comparatively less. It is mainly due the how EDIFACT message is processed by segment by segment 
iterating thorough individual composite components. It is obvious the compute time for the EDIFACT 
message is much higher than single element tokenization and the degradation of performance is expected. 
 

 


